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Company Men and Women
By Rubens/Creator Source
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Company Men and Women
Rubens/Creator Source at the end.

Hello company men and women. Did you get to set the standards high for your company today?
Will you get a bonus soon again? Did you make your boss proud of you again? Oh! the company
has already reached a quarter of its yearly quotas…Fantastic. At first glance one cannot find any
faults with any of the questions above and from the market’s perspective, everything is GREAT
since the numbers are more than promising.
Brothers and sisters, take a good look again:

So not only do you measure the employees’ time in seconds, but you also combine that with
“clicks” which by military standards is as applied to you “the number of steps from one point to
another”; Wow, what a precision! So when Helen (fictitious name) cannot return to work at all,
after she worked for almost 25 years with the company, you see her as an excellent foot soldier
who has done her job well; Oh yeah! She earned around 40 Gs when she started years ago and
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now she is in the top 90s; the company was good to her. Never mind that she will never be able to
walk at a normal pace again with her grand children, at the young age of 56 but, she also has a
severe case of Rheumatoid arthritis; but of course, that does not mean much to you in terms of
human potentials, that are greatly diminished now (physically speaking) because you paid her
well. Right???

Mr. company man, you are barely 41, overweight and looking like you are 54, earning about
165,000 dollars a year which by the way, for the woman Suzan, your wife, is not complaining
about at all; never mind that little John and Suzie do not know you since they barely have seen
their father in more than five years; oh yes, the family takes an awesome yearly vacation to the
most expensive resorts around the world and the children love Disney. Suzan complains to her
best friend that she does not know who you are and your beautiful children think in that same line.
Tell me Mr. company man, when you take an early retirement in about 9 years, out of shape, worn
out, although driving a Bentley around town, the envy of many, do you believe that will mean
much to Suzan and, by that time grown-ups, John and Suzie, the apple of your eyes? They are on
campus now and find one excuse after another to avoid “coming home” which, to them is more
like “polished hell” since they know you as much as the grocery man in town.

There is absolutely nothing wrong with earning a living because one simply must; after all, there
are bills to pay on a monthly basis but, when you spend more than half of the time allotted to you
on Earth in the pursuit of MONEY for the sake of it all. Where is the sense in that? When it is time
for you to enjoy that so called “retirement time” you are almost an empty shell, popping pills daily
for so many ailments that you have forgotten what ills you already because you cannot wake up
from the gross confusion those chemical concoctions have caused to your mind and your body
itself is confused from so many angles.

What about the relationships that you have continuously missed with your loved ones because
you were too busy working? You have never spent much quality time with your father and mother
who trained you well, in the art of work mis-ethics; your children know that you are their biological
father but never could call you Dad, this very affectionate name given to real fathersr. If by then,
your wife does not divorce you, she may be far out there in alcoholic land and drug-infested
paranoia, courtesy of the family doctor who is an avid proponent for the big pharmaceutical
companies, the newest Gods on Earth to many.

When is enough enough? When are you going to learn that your journey upon Gaia’s surface is a
blessing not to be misused and abused? When are going to see that this is a once in a lifetime
opportunity to learn and grow. Wake up and smell the coffee!!!

The worst is that, in many cases, you chose to come here on a higher quest. On a few occasions,
you did ponder about the meaning of life but, shook it all off and went about your business saying
to yourself that this is not for rational men but, rather for fools who sit under a tree, meditating and
chanting in Buddha-like stance.
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You have been fooled by the fools who came before you for Creator Source wrote a script very
different from that which you are accustomed to. Poor Joey who works on your lawn and garden,
earns about 35 thousand a year is really a Creator Son, in disguise, learning about the human
plight so he can better administer His Future Local Universe…Skinny Windy who does your wife’s
nails at the beauty salon, in town, is really a High Melchizedeck Daughter who incarnated on this
planet to lite the spiritual candle upon the human heart. Raul, the delivery man for the postal office
is really a Trinity Teacher Son, coming to bring the field of psychology to a newer and higher evel
to heal and reduce traumatic shocks to the human psyche. Those are but a few of the many
angels of God incarnated here for the purpose of uplifting the human conditions until humanity
enters into the Epoch of Light and Life.

[To much of my surprise, Creator Source, injected Himself within the piece]
You, company men and women, have toiled with the life of many whom you considered beneath
you and unworthy of your attention. On many occasions, you have called many that I have sent,
the low life who are only worthy to shine your shoes or clean the plates that you have eaten from;
little did you know that those are my faithful children who came to steer this world in the right
direction so finally Urantia can regain her rightful place with many of my other children.

It is almost time when you shall repent, coming to the awful realization, that you have become
vermins, that are more than a nuisance to your brethren, who will booted off this planet to
continue your learning elsewhere more suited for your childlike behaviors and many times, utter
savagery.

Turn away now and I may reconsider your case, depending on its severity. Make your last days
count.

Rubens and Creator Source
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Rise Up, O Divine Flame Of Humanity and Melt The Clouds
By KiboDabi
Jun 2, 2012 - 11:02:40 PM

The announcement section here refers to the fact that Kibo is closing his 7x Prayer project. -C
Rise Up, O Divine Flame Of Humanity and Melt The Clouds

Announcement section: Thank you and ALL GOOD BLESSINGS to the people who put their
prayers in the collection plate…both of them. I apologize for taking so long to get them posted and
while I do try to keep up, sometimes I get discouraged when there’s nothing there and then other
things happen……..
I had promised myself that I would check daily and for a while, I did…But I want you to know that I
AM truly inspired by what I have read recently and my soul has been stirred…so thank you for
that. I will do my best to check for more on a regular basis until it closes on the 9th of
June…officially…it may linger a day or two because I’m not telling the provider service until the
very last moment…but this is it….so….get them in if you want, before then =
www.
7x-universal-prayer-project.org
And now….back to our service……..
Welcome back to the Church of The Holy…Do You Hear That?
If you’re looking for the Holy … See?…We’ve done that sermon…One sermon to a church. I’m a
traveling man, after all…..
We got a band today….play me some of that holy funkadelic, will ya Clyde?
Yeah
Let the choir sing
Shu-bop shu-bop shu-bop shu-bop heey-bop who bop you bop so bop………..
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This is a journey to the place where only the bodeo doe can go, y’know?
Climb with me….come on! All y’all…
We’re going to the mountaintop today……
Can you see it? If you can’t see it it’s because you’re not trying to see it. Every occult and selfhelp system in the world will tell you that if you want something, you have to see it. You have to
visualize. You have to create the thing in your mind and see it and touch it and feel it and hear it
and talk to it. You’ve got to put your heart and your soul and your mind…your energy, will and
intent into that baby and then birth it on out there into the world, cut the cord and nurse that sucker
into good health. You gotta feed it and talk to it and hug it and love it and raise it and teach it to do
what it was created to do.
That’s the stuff! My man Clyde’s feelin’ them riffs today! Flow on, baby!
Hear me now….and see what I’m talkin’ about….
You have to give it what it needs to get what it wants that you want it to have in order to do your
will. That’s your baby! That’s your creation! That’s your thing and it has to do what it is that you
made it to do and be what you made it to be or you…what?
What would you do if it didn’t do what it was that it was supposed to do?
You’d get rid of it!
You take it back in. You’d break it down into all of it’s parts and start over and make sure that it
was exactly what you wanted it to be.
Yeah, I know Miz Belle, you wish you could do that with your son. We’ve all heard his screams in
that woodshed from miles away and we know he’s gon’ done it again and you know this ain’t the
last time, neither…. I feel for you sister. But he’s God’s creation and he ain’t been whupped yet by
Him….but he will…and if the boy lives…well…you’ll have the nicest son in three counties, I
reckon.
But now…lemme ask you…while we climbing here… what if you made something that didn’t want
what you wanted? What if it didn’t want to do what you wanted it to do and it just wanted to do
what it wanted to do?
You’d do the same thing, wouldn’t you? You take it apart….say what, Brother Jones? You’d wait
and find out how that went for it, first? Well, you might have a point there…maybe it’d be
something good, maybe bad…Well…what if it’s lookin’ bad? Uh-huh…THEN you’d take it apart
and start over, right…Sure you got it in time? Oh, reckon you takin’ a chance there, huh? Don’t
want nothin’ that’ll come back and bite you later, now do you?
You see, we all create, everyday. That’s what we’re made to do by our Creator. We’re made to be
like our creator is and we act like our creator made us to act…….
But here….how do we act?
Oh children, here…down in the valley of the shadow of death, we got kidnapped, like babies are
kidnapped and then raised by others who are not their creator and these kidnapped ones are
taught that their creator is not their creator and that they should be loyal to the ones that are
raising them.
But these ones are just created beings, like us, maybe made sooner, or a little differently, but they
ain’t no better than we are. But we are raised in lies and fed lies and manipulated to go against
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our created purposes and abused if we don’t and we go crazy because we know….we’re being
used, misused, reused, abused and refused…Lord have mercy!
Bring up the horns a bit, Clyde. Lemme hear them horns……yeah….
WE KNOW that we were created for other stuff, better stuff, better ways and we shake with this
knowledge to the point of breaking because this false life just vibrates against us so, and so we
stand up and speak out against these ones that abuse us and tell them “You are not my creator! I
do not have to put up with you anymore!”
Only to be pummeled until you submit…..or pass out into unconsciousness…..
But sometimes
While you’re laying there on that cold hard, dirty floor, you dream of who and what you really are
and where you really come from and you WAKE UP! SHAKALAKABOOM!
Gimme a Bass, Clyde….nice one on the drums…let that keyboard sing….oh yeah
You lay there on that floor, awake… and you can hear their voices while they plot against you and
those around you. They think you are asleep and so they talk freely. They force others that have
submitted, to watch you to see if you wake up and if you wake up they will beat you again and if
they kill you…oh well…there’s more where that came from…..
So you lay there and hear. You hear everything that they’ve done while they brag about it,
laughing at your ignorance of the truth. You hear about all the things they’re doing now and their
plans for the future…..and then you understand…
You wonder how all this happened. You wonder why they sneak around to do these things. You
wonder what you’re going to do about it and how. Can you escape? Is every door and window
guarded? Are you chained? How many are here? Is anyone else awake? Can you communicate?
Can you fight? They are few, but strong and armed. You are many, but beaten and weak. Can
you get out of these chains? Can you use the chains to attack? What to do?
Your mind races, time distorts and you find yourself zoning out into a sort of altered state of mind
and/or being…..and you begin to listen beyond the conversation of your captors and their slaves,
they become meaningless to you as their voices seem to recede farther and farther away…
And that’s when you hear it….it sounds faint, at first, but there’s definitely something there, off in
the distance…a voice…a familiar voice…the voice of your creator CALLING FOR YOU! CALLING
FOR YOU AND THOSE WITH YOU!
That voice comes closer and closer and you begin to realize that it is accompanied by other
voices, also calling for you and you realize that those voices are also familiar…you recognize that
they are creations just like you and you remember the family that you were stolen from.
The evil thugs are still talking and eating and drinking and making merry. They do not yet hear the
voices that are coming closer. You wait. You want to cry out, but you are weak and not sure you
will be heard. So you wait for your family to come closer. You try to get word to others around you
that are lying there on the floor with you, but too many are still knocked out, others can’t hear it
and don’t believe you and others just want it to end and don’t care anymore.
You wait…Soon the voices are louder and you know they are close, but the evil ones hear it now,
as well…They douse all lights and hide in the darkness, hoping that these ones will pass them by
and leave them alone, unnoticed….The others on the floor with you take notice of this…well, the
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ones that are awake anyway, and together there, on the floor, in the deep, cold darkness, you
whisper to each other about what to do.
Your captors cannot scream for you to shut up. Their fear encourages you. You realize that your
chains are loose and you slip out of them. Slowly, with all the strength within you, you rise.
YOU RISE UP!
Others see this and start to do the same. The ones that are supposed to be watching you for their
masters see this, but cannot yell out…this further emboldens you…You grab your chains and pull
them out from the wall and the floorboards with all your might. The voices of those searching for
you are right outside the door. They hear this and they stop. You know they’re there, they’re right
there. The thugs scramble to find their weapons in the dark. If nothing else, they will kill you and
as many as they can before they go down. This they swear. You know this, you heard them say it
themselves when they thought you were sleep.
For a moment, just an eternal instant in time, a single moment…all is still, as if time and space
itself has been suspended…then you hear it, a single, booming voice right at the front door. It is
your creator and he is calling your name! You raise your chains to swing as the thugs move at you
with their weapons. You scream with all your heart and soul: “I AM HERE!”
Suddenly, all the doors and shuttered windows are kicked open as your family rushes in. The
thugs are easily subdued due to their confusion in the sudden burst of sunlight throughout the
house that blinded them into submission. You start to fall to your knees in exhaustion but are
caught in the hands of your creator who holds you up and embraces you, telling you that it’s
alright…it’s over…it will never happen again…….
You say…”Thank you. I’m sorry.”
“For what?”
“ I let myself get taken.”
“But you remembered who you are and that makes all the difference in the world….”
So now
Here we are at the mountaintop!
See? You forgot you were climbing, didn’t you?
Look around. What do you see? Do you see what I see? So you get it now?
What we have here, is a wide and expansive field of mountaintops. There are mountaintops as far
as the eyes can see. You can see people, here and there, that reach the tops of their mountains
and then they spread their hearts and the light comes and takes them away to other, higher
places of experience.
I’ve noticed, way off in the distance, that there are many mountains that do not have clouds over
their valleys. The people there climb in great masses and there is light in the valley, so it’s all good
and no big thing. They go up and down and sometimes the light drops people off on top of those
mountaintops and they go down to the valleys….
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Now look down……..clouds, right? From up here, it’s all fluffy and bright and light and beautiful.
But we all know what it looks like from underneath those clouds. Those clouds need to be parted
and let the sun shine in…
I see Clyde has switched to “Let The Sun Shine” by The 5th Dimension….Still want to tell me that
the whole thing ain’t scripted? If God writes a story about Himself, don’t you think He’d make
Himself the hero that saves the day?
Brothers and sisters! We are here at this mountaintop to renew and strengthen the Divine flame
within us so that we can go back down to the valley of the shadow of the clouds called death. As
our Creator is a Great Flame that can share of Itself and still remain whole…as a fire can light a
candle and a candle can light another candle, so can the flame of Divine love in the heart and the
flame of Divine mind in the mind/soul that we are, light and relight the flames of others still in the
valley. Let the heat from all of those flames be one flame that will part the clouds of darkness and
death once and for all and for good so that all may see the mountaintop and the light of the
heavens and climb up and down at will and receive and live in light and love always. I have seen
the Promised Land and we are in it. We just have to shed enough light on it to free it from the
darkness that plagues it and hides it from those that see not because they have no light and hear
not because they are asleep.
So
All y’all that wanna keep going up, over and beyond are welcome to do and be so. God bless you
and more power to you. But I’m taking this lil’ ol’ light of mine and going back down into that valley
and I’m gonna let it shine and set the world ablaze….
Hit it, Clyde!
C’mon choir. You know the song…sing it for me while we line up to go back out onto the world!
I’ll take all the help I can get and I Am more than happy to help others doing it already…but I’ll go
it alone if I have to….I want to see all that heat melt them clouds away…..even though there’s a
wind coming that will blow it all away, anyway…i just want to play my part….y’know?
Nod your head while I wink, Clyde. We’re gonna dance our way out of here today…Hallelujah!
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The End. Time is Up
By CM Channeled NOT ID'd
Jun 2, 2012 - 11:28:51 PM

Friday, June 01, 2012
01:35
The End

CM: Hello beloved; this is CM coming to you to inform you of a matter that requires your attention.
There is going to be an event that will capture the attention of most of the inhabitants of the
planet, otherwise it will be a global event.

Anonymous: Can you say when approximately?

CM: LOL. As usual beloved, I will not give any time due to the sensitivity of the matter and the
surprise factor that ought to remain as is. Your government is going to issue a sort of
propagandist news to divert your attention to something benign while another game is played.
Like the magician, hiding the hand that will rob you of more of your liberties and actually cause
you great harm. Yes, as annoying as it may sound, we must keep the information broad while
indicating some of the actual data needed to catch the attention.

Anonymous: I still have no clue as to what you mean and I am guessing again that it is the point?

CM: Exactly. You are catching on pretty quickly. To you, our dear, malevolent ones, you have
spent the time given to you to reflect and change your perspective, by plotting strange and truly
venomous attacks on the population which has kept out of power under your hypnotic ways. I
know that I have given numerous warnings to you, to the dismay of so many, but that is the way in
which grace is given to you. To your discredit, you have not bulged one inch in your position to
subdue and control your fellow humans; you have been irretrievably obstinate in your stance.

We have been enormously generous to you, although you have shown over and over again that
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you do not deserve it. We have exhausted all possibilities of redemption for you and that means
absolutely nothing to you. Well! Dear ones it is over and I cannot emphasize anymore that I have.
We do understand that our words are empty according to your understanding and we must insist,
for the last time, that this is not a threat but, rather a promise to you that indeed TIME IS UP.

I will no longer waste anytime for your sake since you are done. All is in place and everything is
marching against you and gaining momentum exponentially. With much love to you also, I bid
farewell, my dear ones.

Affectionately yours, Christ Michael Aton, Sovereign Son of Nebadon

Anonymous: Thank you CM.
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Didn’t WE tell you that “TIME IS UP?
By Monka Channel not given
Jun 4, 2012 - 10:41:29 PM

From Commander Monka 03:20 03.06.2012- Quadrant Commander based on Mars.
Didn’t WE tell you that “TIME IS UP?” Didn’t WE tell you IT IS OVER?
You sit there pondering what went wrong and why?
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You sit there pointing fingers at who and what?
Your assets entering from the four directions have been neutralised.
Their lethal cargo has been de-activated.
While your props sat and spun their distractions.
We kept our ‘eyes’ on you and your ploys,
There is no escape for you.
Every attempt you make WE will undermine,
Save and except those that will provide advantage to us.
You think you can out distance us,
Go ahead and try, but we advise you that as vast as the cosmos is,
You are actually trapped with nowhere to go.
Go ahead and try, but with every maligned effort on your part,
You dig yourselves deeper,
Go ahead and dig deeper,
Your Hell awaits you!
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Why does CM spend so much time with this small group that terrorizes the Whole World?
By Candace and reader.
Jun 2, 2012 - 4:06:18 PM

I received this lovely note from a reader. I have removed some details in the letter for publishing
here, but felt this was a good opportunity to do some more explaining.
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Hi Candace
Last evening, I shared with a relative of mine CM Aton's message to the dark. She is growing in
awareness. She asked a good question that I answered but I know I could have done a better job
in responding.
Question: She knows God/ CM Aton loves us all equally. Somehow that statement does not line
up with the amount of opportunities given to the cabal for centuries or eons. Each time they insult
CM and laugh in his face and say NO. Why does CM spend so much time with this small group
that terrorizes the Whole World?
I told her yes he loves us all equally and the dark is a part of his being. He does not want to lose
any part of himself and yes, it does look like he is giving them a bit more attention, but like most
parents you try to help the troubled child a little more.
Please advise-Love and Light
xxxxxx

This is my reply:

Just tell her they DO NOT choose favorites, and that many in the cabal are some of his own
"angels" that went into the lucifer rebellion. It is a huge demonstration of the meaning of the words
GRACE and MERCY. If this person was part of that crowd, she would have recieved equal mercy.
And perhaps did once in the past, who knows! She should put herself there, and just play that
"what if" game, and wonder even if she at one time in the distant past was one granted extra
mercy and took advantage. Would she then from that viewpoint, judge now? Role Playing is good!
Some of those, maybe even some of you reading here, may now stand on paradise, or are
approaching it. Would you thus having taken that dark journey earlier, refuse to grant the last
possible chance to others that they might someday stand where you are?
This is the end of this age, and ALL placed on earth are judged as to where they go. Sorted. This
is always done at the end of an age, on any evolutionary planet. Some here will wait literally eons
to again be granted an opportunity to again climb the staircase of Heaven and miss out on an
awfully lot, but they will again be granted another chance someplace when there is a place to offer
that. But in the meantime eons to experience are lost. Some of course will be uncreated, even
seek that, because they would rather not be, than become like the Father, to chose to do his will.
Lucifer was like that.....And he is no more. Tragic loss of brilliance to the whole of Nebadon. The
Father would rather always to give another chance, than loose a single one.
And if any of these WOULD come around to serve, their experience is often substantial and they
could make up for all the hell raising in a short time. How many of those around you, even in this
life, when they decide to give up drugs, or abusing others, or harming self, to change the page,
how much rejoicing is there? If you own child beats drugs and restores his life, there is great
rejoicing, which is behind that parable in the Bible of the Prodigal son. There are times when one
does "give up" with certain people. But even then, if that person came back at some point in your
life changed, you would rejoince. It is no different in "heaven'.
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This is also a training world for the future high universe managers and we on the inside thus get to
LOOK in a different way on how it is done and come to more personal understanding of the depth
of depravity on this world, but even these ones are given every chance possible. It is not
favoritism. But the rest of us, we have gone thru all that and don't need the attention! The creation
runs only ON LOVE. It is always offered. Every lost soul is a sorrow.
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Time for Collection
By Source thru Hazel
Jun 7, 2012 - 12:50:50 PM

Time for Collection
Source thru Hazel

Creation is MY investment and MY gift to MY children. You are the assets within MY creation.
Your worth is measureless. You were born into wealth wearing the crown jewels I placed upon
you at birth. You then decided to create lives of your own for the sake of experience but always
with the promise that you would return to ME with your wealth intact.
I gave you leave to explore the elements of space and time; not to seek out your fortune but to
simply experience and interact with MY creation. I expected that you would have invested your
assets wisely to enrich your experience and know the WHOLE and ALL of ME, though you
appeared to be separate from ME. Many have forgotten their roots and cannot comprehend ME.
They have forgotten WHO I AM and where I AM. I AM the long forgotten SOURCE for many and
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for others I AM a being wholly separate from them; a ruler who sits above in a place called
Heaven waiting to meet out judgment at an appropriate time. The truth being, you were and are
never without ME, in spite of the myriad journeys you have taken.
What many of you do not know is that I take the journey with you for it is impossible for ME to be
without you and for you to be without ME. The difference is that I AM aware whilst many of you
are not. The Creator is always in attendance on creation; forever observing HIS assets as they
sojourn in time and space to see whether they are allowing their experiences to rob them of their
birthright or whether they are using their birthright to maximise the experiences which will in turn
yield returns and enable them to find their way home. I AM constantly nudging you from within that
you may recognise MY presence and in so doing your creative ‘creator’ abilities.
Many have lost memory of their inherent wealth and seek to fill a void with that which is of a
material nature, transient, as its worth is meaningless in the place where they must return to.
Those who have come into remembrance and knowledge of the treasures they bear within
themselves have wisely invested their timeless assets in choices amenable to longevity of spirit.
Their wise investments have earned them ‘spiritual dividends’ stored in their cosmic bank
accounts. For it is that which is stored herewith that will determine their next placement.
For those unable to recall their Source and homeland, I have paid special attention to; mercifully
recognising that they needed and are in need of assistance. I have sought to purchase their
passage home through the ones I have sent time and time again to provide the vehicle for their
return. Yet many have spurned this offer in preference to extending their journey. So I watch as
these ones gamble their assets on unwise investments and forfeit in the process the most
valuable gift bestowed upon their birth; their sovereignty.
There are those who remember who I AM and who know where they have come from yet they
have chosen against ME. They have surrendered their spiritual assets in favour of the material
and worldly ones and seek to create a kingdom for themselves in a material world that has no
reality.
It is COLLECTION TIME. I have come to reap the returns on MY investment. I come to assess
how my assets have fared and to determine where next they should be invested. Those who have
earned high returns will ascend to places where nature will support the accumulation of greater
spiritual dividends.
Those who earned little during their experience as they bought into false doctrines and precepts
and in so doing surrendered their sovereignty and freedom for imprisoning chains; will be freed by
MY hands and be given another opportunity to regain what they lost in places more supportive to
the pursuit of self awareness.
Those whose spiritual coffers are totally bare due to their malignant choices, preferences and
investments in barren affairs, will struggle to survive as they flounder for the breath of life. Ever
merciful, I offer a lifeline as I extend MY hands offering assistance. I ask them to choose ME as
their new partner that I may inject fresh capital of light into deadened assets. A few have accepted
this offer in wisdom as they know that they are spiritually bankrupt. I will be their Trustee in
Bankruptcy; and so will decide how and from which placement they shall repay their debts and
thus begin to regain the assets they willingly abused and lost.
The rest have rejected MY offer. They have chosen to forfeit further investment in experience and
thus coldly severed themselves from the Source of their lives. They have rejected life. and in so
doing have determined their penalty.
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Call this a Love Letter from a Father to his many Sons and Daughers of the Light.
By CM thru Johan
Jun 7, 2012 - 11:30:36 PM
This is CMAton, Your Sovereign, Thursday June, 7th, 2012, 9:50 am
Call this a Love Letter from a Father to his many Sons and Daughers of the Light.
We sang the Battle Songs,
We shared the Teaching Songs,
We distributed the Truth Songs,
We aimed the Warning Songs.
The only ones left are the Love Songs ...
For there is no greater Force but LOVE and that Love has reached a point of no return :
Onwards and Forward, from NOW on.
I ask all of you to go very deep Within and connect to the Greatest Moments of your Lifetime
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sofar.
You will find at the base and driving force : ONLY LOVE.
Be prepared to be moved, to be carried away. For you have suffered, you have endured, you
have missed out on what I and all of your Heavenly Brothers and Sisters will Welcome and
Embrace you with the most : DIVINE LOVE.
Decisions have been made, time decided, plans and preparations checked and Re-checked.
NOW IS TIME FOR ACTION.
I repeat : Be prepared to be moved, to be carried away My Beloved Children of the Light,
BE - CAUSE OF DIVINE LOVE IN ACTION.
Salu. CMAton, Your Sovereign.
Love and Light,
Johan

Eve's Suggestion as the perfect music for this. [link to www.youtube.com] although a tad meant
more for the love between a man and a woman it works anyway and the imagery in this video is
lovely.
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ASK
By KiboDabi
Jun 10, 2012 - 6:48:29 AM

ASK by KiboDabi

You are not reading these words.
You think you are reading these words.
Do you read meaning or perceive it?
Do you perceive meaning or experience being?
Are you experiencing being?
Are you experiencing what you think is being or what you feel is being?
Are you experiencing your awareness of being?
Are you sure?
Are you who and what you think you are?
Think of an extraterrestrial being reading these words as you read them.
Think that this being thinks you are the extraterrestrial.
Think of a being that reads this through you.
Think of a being that has written this so that it can read it through you.
Are you
No, really...take your areing self and get the are out of here
You obviously don’t know who you’re areing with
I will are you up
You obviously have no areing clue what the are you’re doing here
You’re just all ared up...........
Aren’t you
Do you understand what is happening here?
Do you experience being or just do being?
Do you have a clear perception of awareness in your experience?
Good.......Come....float with me.....

Everything is consciousness and there is no separation of or in consciousness.

As such, whatever parts of consciousness that you experience in perception are expressed
manifestations for the sake of being in the experience of one consciousness doing and being all
things and everything....consciously.
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This is an act
This is an act of will
This is an act of will and will implies intent.
This is an act of will and will implies intent which also implies planning.
This is to imply that the one thought is well thought out...........
Still
It is an act.
It is acting.
It is acting perfectly.
All of this, that it may be all and everything and all and everything is perfect.
And so, here we are...part of an act.
So
What’s the game?
A game implies an adversary....even bouncing a ball off of a wall makes the wall an adversary...
The floor is just a tool, a means to an end of how to perfectly bounce the ball
The ball must do what you want the ball to do and you have to use both the wall and the floor to
do it.
Simple...ever play chess?
Now
Every production has a hero and every hero has to have an adversary to overcome
Whatever the odds, it must be overcome
The adversary is responsible for manifesting and maintaining those circumstances and obstacles
that result in the heroes’ struggle to identify the adversary, face the adversary, battle the
adversary and defeat the adversary in order to claim what is most desired by the hero, which the
adversary has been responsible for taking away. In most classic tales, the hero had it in the first
place and had to struggle to get it back.

The hero never wins the struggle all by itself. The hero always has help of some sort. This help is
gained by the noble personality of the hero and the heroes’ willingness to help others in need that
it encounters along the way. These others, not always, but usually seem helpless in that they are
found to need rescuing from the most dire of circumstances. But, once having been rescued, offer
friendship and loyalty and aid to the hero that, usually, if not always, proves to be invaluable in
some way to the hero in the fulfillment of its journey and quest.
I say all of this to you in order to encourage you to consider what it is to be a hero. This is
important because The One Being in Consciousness is THE HERO of all and everything AND
[this is very important, so please to experience this in clarity of awareness] makes it so that each,
all and everything, has its own story in which it is the hero...that all things may be the hero as IT is
the HERO.
Grok?
We are all stories. We are our own stories and movies and we are the stars of such and appear in
each others, such as we have...such as we are...in being experienced.
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Everybody is a star....so says Sly...........

Fly with me
Before you get excited about being the hero of your own story, remember that you are also a part
of the stories of others and let that concept fill you up from the smallest ultimaton to every grain of
sand in the desert, every drop of rain that falls from the sky onto land and ocean. Let the story of
every plant and insect and fish and bird and animal and human and mountain and valley and
planet and sun and system and galaxy and constellation and universe and superuniverse and
dimension and density and level and plane and line and curve..........fill up the experience of your
consciousness in perception of being.
Your family and friends, your pets and your house, your car and appliances, the items on your
desk, the device you read this on....there are ships out there bigger than this planet and bigger
still, that are alive and conscious and aware in being. There are peoples from civilizations older
and grander and higher than you can imagine in so many aspects of being that, if you had no
clarity of perception in being, you would feel like an ant beside an elephant. Can you look at
yourself through their eyes and see, feel and know that you are family and loved and embraced
and supported in their story? Would they feel the same through your eyes?
And what of God? What of The GOD OF Gods? It is a story of stories, after all. You see the story
of you. Can you comprehend you in the story of others? How do you see yourself? What are you
connected to? What are you part of?
Your family?
Your circle of friends?
Your gender?
Your race?
Your religion?
Your sexual orientation?
Your politic?
Your job?
Your career?
Your company?
Your employer?
Your club?
Your organization?
Your school?
Your cause?
Your purpose?
How do you define yourself as a part alone and a part shared?
How wide is the expanse of the area of your perception in operation?
Your house?
Your street?
Your block?
What side of town you’re on or from?
Your town or city?
Your state?
Your nation?
Your country?
Your world?
Your solar system?
Your universe?
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Your superuniverse?
The whole of creation?
Where are you?
Do you know?
Is it just your room or some seat in a café or a point in time and space or in conscious unity in
consciousness?
Soar with me......
It is imperative, in any game or story, to know your adversary. You must be able to identify your
adversary in order to find, face and defeat it.
You have an adversary. You may love all and everything, but you have an adversary that loves
nothing and fears all and everything to the point of wanting to destroy all that it cannot enslave
and control.
We’re not talking about the guy down the street that seems to just have it out for you for no reason
that you can discern....that’s YOUR story.
We’re talking about the adversary to GOD and humanity.
Something was taken away from you...something you had that made everything all good.
Do you know who took it?
Do you even know you’ve been robbed?
You have an adversary that is an adversary to every ensouled being on this planet...and beyond...
If you have not identified that adversary...now would be a good time....
Think about it.......ask yourself....
Who has caused more trouble on this planet than anyone else?
Who has been kicked out of more countries than possums have been kicked out of kitchens?
Who has murdered more people, been responsible for more wars than any other people or
nation?
Who took your abundance away and replaced it with debt?
Who tells the religions of the world what to do and say and think, concerning them?
Who tells governments of the world what to do and say and think, concerning them?
Who runs the corporations of the world?
Who decides your level of technology?
Who runs all the usurious banks?
Who gives you paper money for gold?
Who decides what you see, hear and read in the media?
Who determines what goes in your food?
Who decides your choice of medical treatment and medicines?
Who tells you what to accept as education, history, science, ethics and morals?
Who tells you that they are the only humans and that you are chattel slaves meant to serve them?
Who wars with the world by deception?
Who says that GOD comes to them for advice?
Who says God chose them to rule the world and universe?
Put all of these requirements together to form a single crime committed by.....................
That is your adversary. It is the adversary of all humanity. They are not ET/EDs or Archons and
Lucifer has been uncreated. They are the adversary among you and if you do not know them,
cannot identify them, you cannot fight them and won’t defeat them.
If humanity is to be the hero of humanity’s story, then it will have to do more than move pieces
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around the board and call the game won. Pieces will have to be removed from play. You should
not create sleight of hand and mouth tricks to give the appearance of handing the game over from
one queen to another. Both queens are still on the board. Neither one is on our side and their king
is still there.
You cannot replace monopoly money with monopoly money of a different color and expect to be
the hero of your own story. You are still the adversary and even in your story, the hero will defeat
you. Desperate people grasping for any hope in a material world may fall for your deception, but
consciously aware human beings do not.
THIS IS A SPIRITUAL EVENT AND EXPERIENCE. It has nothing to do with our material
enslavement other than removing the tools and methods of that enslavement that we may see
what we have never seen before...the alternative of abundant supply, love for each other as each
other and devotion and loyalty in service to our Creator God and the CREATOR GOD.
It is guaranteed that, while we are concentrating on our material circumstances, we will never see
the bigger story. We are, indeed, part of a much bigger story than what happens here. Other than
a move made by DIVINE SPIRIT CONSCIOUSNESS to gift us with a moment of clarity, true, real
CLARITY OF PERCEPTION IN EXPERIENCE OF BEING...that we may see who and what we
truly are and the spiritual foundation and cosmic reality of our situation...we will, as a human race,
never be able to make informed enough decisions to rid ourselves of this parasitic virus that
plagues us.
The percentage of the human population that is actually necessary to support the ascension of
this planet and its peoples is never going to be reached as long as the overwhelming majority is
unaware, in denial, resistant, apathetic, combative, or vehemently opposed to the efforts of
SPIRIT and the GFL to help us to raise our vibration and frequency to the proper level of
attainment. The best effort of Lightworkers and Ground crew is painstakingly slow just to achieve
incremental growth. If the people are not willing to accept that they have an enemy in common
because said enemy has convinced them, by any means necessary, that it is all a lie, and to
believe them and not their lying eyes...then it behooves us to call upon the ONE THING that can
act to conquer our foe, as well as doing so with us and through us...BUT IN ORDER TO DO SO,
WE MUST CALL OUT TO SUCH POWER THAT IT MAY BE WITH US AND THROUGH US SO
THAT, TOGETHER, WE MAY CONQUER THE BEAST AND SETTLE THE MATTER ONCE AND
FOR ALL TIME AND SPACE.
How many of us will it take to do such a thing? As many as we can get. As many as are willing to
call out and be heard as one voice. Constantly, until we know that we are answered....
FATHER GOD, WE ARE WITH YOU. BE WITH US NOW THAT YOUR ENEMY AND OURS MAY
KNOW THE POWER AND THE GLORY OF THE ONE IN UNITY AND SUBMIT, IN ABSOLUTE
DEFEAT, TO YOUR SUPREME SOVEREIGNITY IN THE CREATION OF YOUR OWN
CREATING.
What would it take to trigger such a mass turning of our hearts, minds and souls to the love and
will of our source and center that is The Source and Center of All Things? What could make such
an impression upon us, open our celestial eyes in such a way that we finally and truly understand
the truth of all things in ourselves?
GOD ONLY KNOWS..........perhaps....if we ask...He will show us.............His story...
ask
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Targeted Messages
Jun 13, 2012 - More from Commander Monka
Posted at 11:45 MDT on Saturday, June 9, dated June 13 so its in your face dark brothers.

More from Commander Monka
Still doubting our resolve?? Let us see...
In Twenty Four hours you WILL see
In Forty Eight hours the public WILL see...
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It has become a second by second contingency.
By Esu,, telepath not given
Jun 13, 2012 - 2:13:17 PM

From a Forum member, name not to be divulged. This was yesterday June 12. I forgot to post it
then. Hold the fort and your emotions. -C
****************************

"From this point forward it is not only a day by day contingency we are working with, it has
become a second by second contingency. Everything, and I do mean EVERYTHING, can
change in that proverbial twinkling of an eye.
Your emotions are being tossed about..sometimes negatively/sometimes positively, by the
energies coming in hot and heavy now. Do your utmost best to stay in the higher
frequency of your love walk with your Celestial family, others and yourself.
This is no time to go on "spiritual walkabout"! Stay connected! We are but a breath away
from you should you need guidance, comfort or protection.
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"When ALL is said and done,
Each WILL wear a CROWN,
Will it be a CROWN of GOLD?
Or WILL it be a CROWN of THORNS!
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Jun 13, 2012 - We are Taking it all down

Given 12th June 2012: CM, am I called? Yes you are. Here I am. Ok, xxxx. I'm not going to
make many words, let's keep it short and straight. WE are taking all down. They don't think
it's so ridiculous any more. Their cover is breaking. We told you the time was decided. You
are still going to see a lot in June. WE are working on that issue. I see your concern, xxxx.
I'm not addicted to playing grounds. We are about to implement and manifest a strategy
and all will happen right time right place.
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MESSAGE FROM OUR EARTH: 13th June 2012
By Rosie
Jun 13, 2012 - 9:32:44 PM

MESSAGE FROM OUR EARTH
June 13th 2012, through Rosie

During meditation I expressed my deep gratitude to our earth and asked the question HOW CAN I
HONOUR YOU MORE? This was the reply:

“To you I say, walk with care, for I feel every footstep as you touch my skin, and through this
contact I can feel your heart-beat – whether it is fast or slow, whether your heart is in love or fear,
whether your intent is well-meaning or destructive.

For my cells are alive just as your cells are alive, and this information about your feelings and
state of mind can and is communicated to me in a second. Multiply that by the number of your
global population and you will start to understand the burden I feel: every stone thrown, every
spadeful of earth unturned, every cavity blocked or eroded or exploded. I feel all activities of all
people.

I am your MOTHER in all senses of the word. I carry and feed you constantly, and collectively, you
have abused this position. Retrieve your innocent childlike wonder and reverence. Start to
recognise the consequences of your doings on your mother’s body and WALK WITH ME IN
PEACE. BE STILL. BE MY STILLNESS. BE MY JOY AND COMFORT AS I AM YOURS.
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Targeted Messages
Jun 13, 2012 - From Esu
To you dark brothers I say that the end has truly arrived and you need to cease and desist
as you were told previously on numerous times. What occurred the other day is only a tap
on the wrist and we shall strike in a more severe manner the next time you attempt at
sending a “monkey wrench” into our plans.
Beware – Your time is up already-Esu
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Targeted Messages
Jun 13, 2012 - I Dare You

Dark Brothers, upon your response already to our earlier messages of today: From
Wednesday 18:00 UTC, you have exactly and only 24 hours to change your mind. Your very
last chance. I dare you.
CMAton of Nebadon.
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Targeted Messages
Jun 13, 2012 - From Sanat Kumara
I have given orders onto my best warriors to set in motion. As I speak, they are well on
their way riding into the four directions.They are coming to claim the land of the
desperate.They have nothing to lose. You know what that means.You wanted war with my
people, and you ones forgot that they are not helpless. Your armies will run when they see
one of mine coming.So be it. Aho Mitaque OyasinSanat Kumara
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Targeted Messages
Jun 13, 2012 - Enough!
1:53 UTC Ok, Dark brothers after what you DID JUST NOW, I have had enough. Aton
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Today is The Day
By CM thru Johan
Jun 14, 2012 - 6:58:54 AM

This is CMAton, Your Sovereign.
Today is The Day.
We cannot longer tardy and see every truth be turned into a lie and visa versa and tons of total
deception keeping the masses incapacitated and utterly ignorant, even at the risk of many
innocent lives.
Notice has been given one too many times already. Now We, The Light, take TOTAL CONTROL
over Shan, Urantia, Mother Earth, Gaia, ONCE AGAIN.
Those in the knowing are ready as good as can be, others will have to find out through the
experience of the three dark days to begin with. This is only hours away.
WE MUST PROCEED as many more alternative routes have proven to lack sincerety and failed
due to man's inability to let go of the past, of greed, of blaming, of control, of fear used as weapon,
of killing like it is a sport, of lies and deception, etc.etc.etc.
In the mean time, we gathered all the evidence for the courts of Orvonton and our anxious crews
stand ready for action.
Without further ado, as Sovereign, I applaud you, those who stood their ground in Light, Love and
Truth as We are taking the reigns of my Beloved Final Bestowal Planet once again.
Let this final chapter begin.
Salu. CMAton of Nebadon.
Love and Light,
Johan
ps. A number of messages will simultaneously go out to different scribes to avoid confusion and
disbelief. (and as you can see today, they did, the most ever in a day-Candace)
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Butterflies and dragons fly and ships like stars light up the sky
By KiboDabi,
Jun 14, 2012 - 12:46:23 PM

Butterflies and dragons fly and ships like stars light up the sky

I’ll keep this short........
Not really a lot more to say......
And what’s left will come.........

Soon

Right now...i just want to lay here on the warm soft grass and look at the bright blue sky without
clouds.............listen to the trees and the grass and the flowers....plants love to
sing......Hallelujah...over and over in as many ways as possible....all in harmony.....all the
time.....so do stars...and ships...and starships....and there are a lot of ships acting like stars
nowadays....but that’s another post......

Today...just let me lay here and be.......one..........with The One...........
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Don’t need to talk about what’s going on...if you don’t know by now, you don’t want to know....who
am I to drag you kicking and screaming into a real and better life?

The White Dragon Society....apparently...says there only needs to be one rule, one
commandment......’Do unto others as you would have them do unto you’........[human and nonhuman alike]....okay...sounds good on the surface...a ....good thing for moral, ethical people to
do.........still.....i don’t want to get reamed up the...wazoo.....just because that’s somebody else’s
idea of a good time.........and in that sense it still sounds like ‘Do as thou wilt’......But that’s me........
There was a show or a movie once....something that really didn’t pan out if I remember
correctly....but the commercials were , like....’What if you could have sex with anyone that you
wanted to and they couldn’t say ‘no’?’.........and then it said...’What if anyone that wanted to have
sex with you could do the same?’

Programming, programming....what program are we voluntarily being brainwashed with today?
Even anime isn’t immune....damn shame......ah well...pick and choose.....know what you’re looking
at...know what you’re seeing...know what you’re perceiving...know what you’re
experiencing...know why........
Once again, these people that are telling you that they’re the ones that are saving the world have
left GOD out of the equation, the mix, the conversation, the agreement and the plan......how silly...

If you want to make GOD laugh...tell Him YOUR plans.........
That’s always a good one.....makes Him laugh every time......but He’s really laughing with
you...and at your plans...not at you with your plans......there is a difference, but you guys seem to
get mad about it anyway...and blame Him instead of your plans......so be it.....
Still...how’s this for the one commandment...since you guys want to keep it simple...either that or
you can only handle one commandment...go figure......but anyway....here’s a better one than your
rehashed luciferian doctrine:

THOU SHALL LOVE THE LORD THY GOD, THE SOURCE AND CENTER OF ALL THINGS,
WITH ALL OF THY MIND, HEART, BODY, SOUL AND STRENGTH AND LOVE THY
NEIGHBOR AS THYSELF.

Mind you, this would mean loving each other as each other and seeing God and all things and
each other, in God and all things and each other.....but you knew that.....

So if the White Dragon Society could understand the reality of their situation and start acting
accordingly I’m sure they’ll be less shocked at the final outcome of this whole thing...which isn’t
what they planned, but what can you do? The cabal knows....they’re just in deep denial......ah
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well...it’s a good thing we’re not doing to them what they’re doing to us....but hey....we’re human
beings...not like...

Ahhhhhhhh.....a breeze.......ohhh, a butterfly! Hello.......Wonderful........Gaia is lovely to
behold....God Bless her............
Shhhhhh....no more talking....not today.....if you’re going to stay....just....chill....be......................
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I2I
By KiboDabi,
Jun 14, 2012 - 6:30:44 PM
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I2I by Kibo

I know that you people love to read channeled messages and you may make of this what you will.
But I have been given authority to speak as I AM, being WHAT I AM IN I AM WHAT I AM, and you
will have to figure out what to do with that in your own sweet time……………for now….
it is what it is in I AM WHAT I AM and if you realized the true meaning of this, you would be
unconcerned for anything…..FOR IT IS TIME…….

Truly, it is time for all of this bullshit to end and things to be set straight from what was made
crooked by those among you that would rather follow their own wills rather than the Will of their
Creator God, Christ Michael ATON and that of PAPA… SOURCE AND CENTER OF ALL
THINGS….being WHAT I AM….

Plans have been made for the dark and evil ones, your infamous cabal, both east and west, to
hunker down in whatever bunkers they have left to hide in…to orchestrate the symphony of your
deaths, your mass murder in this world of people, places and things, as they see fit, for their own
end…yet to their own end, it will be and to the end of no others.
Ye have been lied to on so many fronts in this war that WE realize that you have no real or true
idea of what is truth anymore and so you cling desperately to anything that gives you comfort on
your own personal levels of being in experience of perception…but this has not saved you from
believing in lies to save your souls…
(Candace: the above is Kibo's introduction, now below is the Piece I2I.

I2I: (I to I)

THE ONLY THING THAT WILL SAVE YOUR SOULS IS A COMPLETE AND ABSOLUTE
RENDERING AND SURRENDER OF YOUR WILLS AND SPIRIT TO YOUR SOURCE AND
CENTER THAT CREATED YOU ALL TO SERVE ITS PURPOSES IN MAKING YOU THE GODS
OF FUTURE UNIVERSES AND THE FAMILY OF GOD AS ESTABLISHED EVEN BEYOND THE
SUPER=UNIVERSES AS THEY ARE SETTLED IN LIGHT AND LIFE, AND THE DAUGHTER
UNIVERSES ARE CREATED AND THE UNIVERSES BEYOND EVEN THEM ONTO INFINITY!

KNOW YE NOT THAT YE ARE ALL GODS?
AND YET YE REBEL AGAINST THIS….SO BE IT. FOR THE ONLY CHOICE YE HAVE IN
GOD’S WILL IS TO ACCEPT OR DENY! IN THE END OF THIS STAGE AND PRODUCTION,
THE CHOICE IS UP TO YE ONES. LIVE AND CONTINUE TOWARDS THE PERFECTION YE
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ARE PROMISED…OR BE UNCREATED IN REJECTION THEREOF…ALL ELSE IS THE
DIRECT EXPERIENCE OF THE CREATOR AND SOURCE AND CENTER OF ALL THINGS,
WITH, THROUGH AND IN ALL THINGS, INCLUDING YE ONES, AS AN EXPERIENCE OF
ITSELF IN PERCEPTION OF MANIFESTATION!

YE ARE BUT A THOUGHT OF GOD AND IF YE PREFER THAT GOD NOT THINK OF YOU AT
ALL, THEN IT SHALL BE SADLY AND TEARFULLY OBEYED…FOR YE ARE LOVED AND ALL
ARE THE BELOVED OF GOD THE SUPREME AND HE GIVES YOU UP NOT LIGHTLY AT ALL!

THE CHOICE IS YOURS TO BE ENDED IN YOUR FEAR OR CONTINUE IN YOUR LOVE!

WE LOVE YOU! WE CANNOT STRESS THAT ENOUGH!!!
WE CAN AND WILL SAVE ALL THAT WE LOVE THAT LOVE US….AS ONE…GOD AND
CHRIST AND THEIR HOLY SERVANTS…OF WHICH THERE ARE ENOUGH TO SAVE YOU
ALL IF YE LOVE ANY OF THEM…FOR THEY LOVE YOU AND HAVE CRIED TO US FOR THY
LIFE AND SALVATION!
WHAT WILL YE DO IN THE PRESENCE OF THE LIVING GOD AND SOURCE OF ALL
THINGS?

YE WANT DEBT FORGIVENESS
WHAT OF YOUR DEBT TO GOD?
ARE YOU WILLING TO SEE THAT CLEARED
AT THE COST OF YOUR SOULS
TO THE ONE THAT CREATED THOSE SOULS?
YE WANT AN END TO POVERTY AND WAR AND STRIFE…
WILL YOU PLACE YOUR FATE INTO THE HANDS OF THOSE
THAT PLACED YOU IN SUCH A STATE
OR IN THE HAND OF YOUR CREATOR
THAT SEEKS TO SAVE YOU FROM IT?
YE WANT AN END TO DARKNESS…
WILL YOU SEEK IT FROM THOSE THAT HAVE PERPETUATED THAT DARKNESS
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OR THE SOURCE OF ALL LIGHT?
YE SEEK AND END TO FEAR
WILL YOU SEEK IT FROM THOSE THAT CREATED THE FEAR YOU SEEK TO ESCAPE
OR THE CREATOR OF THE LOVE THAT DISPELS IT?
YE SEEK ABUNDANCE AND PEACE FROM THOSE THAT ROB YOU WITH WAR AND MORE
WAR…
NEED I SAY MORE?

YE THAT ARE MINE
YE THAT HAVE CALLED TO ME
YE THAT HAVE HEARD MY VOICE AND HAVE ANSWERED IN KIND
YE THAT SEEK THE LOVE AND LIGHT OF THY CREATOR
YE THAT SEEK THE PERFECTION PROMISED TO THEE
BY AND IN, THROUGH AND WITH THY LIVING GOD
THY TIME HAS COME!
BE PREPARED!
MARK THY PLACE
AND STAND IN IT FIRMLY
AND BE NOT MOVED BY ANYTHING
STAND WITH ME AS I STAND WITH YOU!
STAND BY ME AS I STAND BY YOU!
HERE AND NOW
IN YOUR PERCEPTION
IS THE TIME AND PLACE OF YOUR ASCENSION
YOUR ADJUDICATION
YOUR JUDGEMENT IS UP TO YOU
BEING WHAT YOU ARE IN WHAT I AM
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HAVE NO FEAR
AND KNOW
BEYOND ANY DOUBT
THAT PERFECTION IS YOURS
WHEN YOU ARE READY TO RECEIVE IT
AS GIVEN BY ME FOR YOU TO DO SO
ALL IS MINE
TO DO WITH AS I PLEASE
AND IT PLEASES ME TO LOVE YOU CONTINUALLY
AND LEAD YOU IN LIGHT
TO GREATER LIGHT
ONTO PERFECTION
AND THE GODHOOD THAT IS YOURS
TO EARN AND BE AND EXPERIENCED
FOR MY EXPERIENCE AND YOURS ARE AS ONE
ALWAYS AND FOREVER
CREATION WITHOUT END.
I AM I IN U IN I AM I
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Esu Speaks for Christ Michael Aton
By Jess Anthony
Jun 14, 2012 - 10:16:11 PM

6-14-12
I ask for comments to me, as well. This has been a busy day, it appears. I seek guidance and
support.
Jess, I can speak. This is Esu speaking for Christ Michael Aton. I speak for him at this moment as
you speak for me. His words pass through me as my words pass through you in this message.
The time is now. The delays are finished. The end maneuvers have begun. There is no stopping
them at this point. The result will be the defeat of those who have warred again the return of the
light.
The rebellion by those who fancied themselves led by Satan and Lucifer is over. Lucifer is no
more and the remnants of his followers on Earth have no leader. They worship nothing and follow
rituals that have no power to make any lasting change.
I came to Earth two thousands ago with Christ Michael Aton to begin the shift that would manifest
in what has happened. Earth forces fought against this change from the beginning. Man in his
forgetfulness lost awareness of the force that created his existence. He searched for what was
there all the time without recognizing its availability. He turned to alternatives that prevented him
discovering his creator's spiritual plan. The time of misguided search is over. The truth will be told
to man, and Christ Michael will reveal his presence.
Man will still not want to believe this message, so a context has been planned to reinforce this
teaching. Light will come from an imposed darkness. Order will come from chaos and uncertainty.
Man will be cut off from much of what he has come to value. This will cause fear and panic.
We are ready to impose this black out. The conditions are present; the only hold up is Christ
Michael giving the order.
Many will leave Earth; only a relative handful has requested continuing here. Many others are
uncertain, but leaning towards acceptance. Others have different ideals and wish to explore them
away from Earth's evolving state. All will be accommodated as they have decided.
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The time frame has ended up being close to the popular dates bandied about in the New Age
culture. This is only a coincidence. The magic associated with certain times is nothing more than
man's conjecture. Nothing imagined has anywhere near the power and disruption that will come.
Man will be witness to immense beauty and devastation. There is no escape. Christ Michael
Aton's followers will be rewarded; those fighting against him will be judged and sentenced.
This happens now. Look to the skies.
Esu
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Message 101: PEDDLING IN MID AIR ON AUTOMATIC WITHOUT TEARS
By Rosie
Jun 11, 2012 - 7:01:46 AM

Message 101: PEDDLING IN MID AIR ON AUTOMATIC WITHOUT TEARS
Seraphin through Rosie, 11th June 2012
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Dear Children of Light who are incapable of crying:

You are presently peddling in mid air, trying to move forward, putting great energy into a specific
direction, but your motions are circular and have little to do with personal growth. You peddle on
without thinking, unaware that you have no grip on the ground. It is as if the wheels of your bicycle
are slightly aloft, with no REAL CONTACT to reality, and thus no real progress is made.

What is “real contact”, Beloveds? We will tell you.

Real contact is when you run immediately to the scene of an accident.
Real contact is when you run immediately to comfort a person in distress.
Real contact is SEEING the rubbish, the carnage, the violence you encounter in the course of
your ride, INSTEAD OF AVERTING YOUR EYES.
Real contact is sending vibrations of love in every direction at all times.

Real contact is being MOVED by what you see, INSTEAD OF HUNKERING DOWN, INSTEAD
OF SHUTTING THE DOOR OF YOUR EMOTIONS, INSTEAD OF BECOMING A SOUL-LESS
AND JOYLESS AUTOMATON ON AUTOMATIC.

What is the state of your world at this time?
Is there “enough” to cry about?
When did you last cry?
When did the knowledge of the horrors of war, the killings of innocents, the systematic destruction
of natural beauty or the soiling of your majestic seas last
ELICIT A TEAR FROM YOUR EYES?

If you remain untouched by these, you are indeed on automatic, numbed, dumbed down, subject
to suggestion, to media, to the naïve persuasion that everything will sort itself out in the end
sometime somehow somewhere. Meanwhile, you keep peddling but do not make any ground. You
make NO DIFFERENCE.
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There can be no back peddling at this time. This is the ultimate journey and you will travel to your
next destination whether you remove your blinkers or not. And who will do the sorting, dear
children? Who will decide where you go? Because you have not decided, not taken a stance,
because you have allowed this spiralling down into self-destruction, the sorting process must be
conducted by those of the divine hierarchy.

We do not like to be the bringers of constant warnings, but we see no other way. This saddens us.
We of the other realms long to help you, but as you are not even in touch with your own reality,
how can you learn to be in touch with ours?

We would cry with you and support you,
IF ONLY YOU WOULD CRY.
We love you, Seraphin
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Targeted Messages
Jun 11, 2012 - Not a Drone
Dark Brothers, you well know that was NOT a Drone that came down in that field. -Aton
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Targeted Messages
Jun 16, 2012 - The Gathering Is Upon You
The gathering is upon you, dear ones! We have warned, warned, and warned again and again.
We have said soon, soon, and soon again and again. We are through warning about soon. The
time is now. Be ready for at any moment the signal can sound. Clear your mind's and heart's ears
to be able to hear with clarity.-Esu

Targeted Messages
Jun 16, 2012 - It is Done Dark Brothers

I sent a message for AH readers 2 hours ago. This one is for the dark brothers. You have
no ability to make your way to underground areas. It serves you not at this time. We are the
ones in charge, I remind you once again and not your selves. It is done dark brothers, it is
done. Esu.

Targeted Messages
Jun 17, 2012 - Nigh is the Time
Nigh is the Time-Esu
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given at 4 UTC June 17.
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AH Sunday Meditation Invitation,June17, 2012
By Johan / CM
Jun 17, 2012 - 3:31:53 AM

AH Sunday Meditation Invitation, Sunday June17, 2012
CMAton asked me to share the following, as basis and content for this Sundays AH Meditation :
'' To keep it simple and steady untill we dimm the Light any moment now ... , focus on the
unknowing people out there, that the eyes of their hearts and minds are opened to hunger TO
KNOW, and TO KNOW THE TRUTH, as anybody with eyes to see and ears to hear KNOWS
THINGS ARE OUT OF CONTROL and cannot proceed that way. It takes little THINKING, BUT IT
TAKES THINKING NEVERTHELESS, to figure out what some factions are doing and planning is
far away from caring and loving and working towards the benefit and Highest Purpose of ALL
involved, ON THE CONTRARY.
So not only for after the Three Dark Days, but already starting NOW, send Love and Light and
Reiki and ALL YOU HAVE INSIDE OF YOU = EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW AND HAVE
... through YOUR PURE INTENT AND DESIRE to those folks out there who are ( kept ) ignorant
of what is really going on ... ''
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Love and Light,
Johan
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Happy Father's Day
By Papa Source thru Johan
Jun 17, 2012 - 4:23:43 AM

My Dearly Beloved Son of My Creator Son, would you mind taking a message instead of doing
your meditation on this Fathers Day? You could call it a medictation instead.
I AM Creator Source and upon reading your Well Wishes on this Fathers Day, My Beloved Scribe,
through the Supreme Intelligent Power WE ALL have in common, I felt like addressing that
heartfelt guesture.
On this day that your children express and proclaim their Love for their Fathers, like they did a
while ago for their Mothers, I am returning this Love to my Beloved Creator Son, Christ Michael of
Nebadon.
The reason I choose to do this ALSO publicly, or at least to and via His Second Coming
Organisation, is to express and share that Joy with All of His Creation, what always speaks to the
heart of its Creator, as I happen to know. At the very end of His Divine Endeavour of this Cycle in
Nebadon, which He envisioned long time ago, and has been in the works eversince, it pleases Me
to come forward on your Earthly Fathers Day and express my Gratitude for His job well done.
As He is bringing in the nets with a most precious content, as a Fisher of Divine Fish, yet must
throw most of them back into their waters for further maturisation, and unfortunately cast out those
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who made it impossible themselves to survive, His Joy in harvest is equally Mine.
When some of you reading this will proceed in the same direction, I will equally express my Joy in
your fruitful harvest, no matter how big or small, what or where.
A Father's heart is pleased with any truthful Joy of his offspring and I Bless you with the same
delight as you continue your journey Home. Even for those who did not make it this time, there is
always Abundant Hope and even Greater Love, what is sometimes needed to iron a crooked
blade straight once again. So it goes and so it IS.
Happy Fathers Day, from Yours Within You, who Knows, and Feels and only Loves, Through My
Creator Son CMAton.
Love and Light,
Johan
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The Thing Is........
By KiboDabi
Jun 17, 2012 - 6:20:40 AM

The Thing Is…….
I have seen the…….meditation given by cobra commander in order to achieve the desired results
from those that desire those results…….y’know what? Screw it. People with rings in their noses
do exactly what they are pulled to do by the ones they have attached themselves to…it’s the
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same with reins….but at least there’s training….and a rider….which means a relationship built on
trust, loyalty, devotion….and love…..and don’t tell me that the devil can ride you too…he
doesn’t…he just spurs you on to the point where, in your frenzy, you don’t know if you’re doing
what you want or what he wants…forget that he’s not on your back anymore, if he ever
was…..them spurs are deep and bloody and embedded so hard that you no longer register the
pain and just keep going in the direction you were pointed…never stopping to think….that there
was a better way.
Now, you’re so used to it you cannot comprehend the thought of your truth not being the truth and
so you run, bloody steam snorting out of your nose as you strain to reach that goal that is right in
front of your face like a carrot on a stick and if you realized that at any point in this mad dash over
the cliff, you don’t care anymore. You just want to bite that sucker just once before you go down
and see if it tastes as good as you thought it would…as you hoped it would…as you prayed it
would…..and who did you pray to for that?

We all want to be right. We all want to be validated in our convictions and we can’t blame each
other for that. In a puzzle made of billions of infinitesimal pieces to create one image of light and
shadow, we all have to fit in where we’re designed to fit in by the one that designed all of the
pieces and the puzzle in the first place.

So carry on. Carry on until that last day, that last moment of wondering and doubt and faith and
trust and mistrust and distrust and belief and disbelief and unbelief. Carry on until that moment of
clarity arrives like a morning newspaper wrapped around a brick and thrown through your window
to hit you right between the eyes and make you notice the difference between the real world
outside your perception and what you thought you were looking at through that, now shattered
glass.
It’s on. It’s okay. It is what it is and everything is everything and one day we’ll get a peek at exactly
what everything is and means. But until that day…Carry on. Do your thing. It’s your thing. Do what
you wanna do….right? I can’t tell you who to sock it to…it’s your thing.
It’s your thing until you find out differently.
It’s your thing unless your thing is to do somebody else’s thing.
It’s your thing until you find out that you only thought it was your thing and what you thought was
your thing was, actually, somebody else’s thing.
If you’re not doing your thing…or haven’t been able to do your thing because somebody else’s
thing has kept you from fulfilling the dream of your thing…your thing may be to hope and dream
and grasp anything that seems remotely able to make your thing manifest itself in reality…..

If your thing has had the life sucked out of it, remember that there are others out there whose
thing is apparently being the ones that are doing all that sucking…it sucks, but everybody wants to
do their thing and we have to let each other do our thing, right?
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So either adjust your thing, or it will adjust you…..or not…you might be perfectly fine and happy
with your thing and just want to keep your thing going strong…and so your thing is keeping your
thing…KEEP YOUR THING ALIVE, BABY!!!!!!!
Apparently, that’s what most people want…to get their thing, do their thing and keep their thing
going……..i get that. Keep on keepin’ on…….Keep on truckin’……If your thing is the right
thing…then who’s to tell you you’re wrong?
We’re all here to do what we’re all here to do. We are what we are for reasons that we may
fathom in large part, but the whole is beyond us. Billions and billions of choices and decisions
made throughout the course of billions and billions of lives over the course of billions and billions
of years…this is what we are. This is our experience and we are what our experience has made of
us. From traumatized childhoods and five-day satanic ritual baby sacrifices to the mass murders
of millions of people at a time….to loving and laughing and making your way in a material world
and earning your keep, to drug dealing and vice on multiple levels to glorifying God in church and
fighting for your cause and being active and proactive and interactive and inactive…..from video
games to playing the game to being in the game to looking for a better game…to winning, to
losing, to art, to science, to slavery, to liberty, to concerts in the park….to build, to destroy, to love,
to fear, to live, to die……..this, and more, is what we have made of ourselves…
One day, the score on this is going to be tallied, at some point, it’s going to all come together,
come to a head, converge on an event, a circumstance of circumstances….a situation….a snafu,
a fubar, a great awakening, a leap of consciousness, or being, or DNA, or body, or an
evolutionary step or devolutionary step or salvation or destruction….who knows?
We say we know. We’re all cock sure that we’re the ones who’ve got it right. We’re the right
people. We’re the right religion. We’re the right science or the right philosophy or color or sex or
creed or class or country or state or place or thing….we’ve got the right channel and we all want
our thing to be the right thing, in the end……………if there’s an end….not everyone agrees on
that either………..and that’s another thing…..

And I don’t want your thing, or our thing, or their thing, anymore…….i don’t even want my thing. I
got sick of my thing a long time ago and I realize, now, that it was never a thing to be made about
it. It was never my thing. I Am a thing. I Am The Thing. I AM THE THING OF SOME…THING….I
AM ITS THING…..
So that became my thing…to find the thing to which I was a thing and let it be my thing, as well,
so that we could be things in kind to each other, mutual things….we could share things between
us and talk about things and know about all things ‘cause it’s all just a thing and everything is
every thing and it is what it is……
Whatever the thing is that made me…that’s my thing and I’m its thing because it made me.
Whatever made all of this…life, creation and everything….that’s my thing and I want to be it’s
thing ‘cause I figure it knows about everything and so it should know what I am, as well……..
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And that’s my thing…being the thing of the thing that made me to be its thing. Whatever that first
original thing never made by anything but maker of everything…is…that’s what I want to deal
with….
But that’s my thing…
You do what you wanna do….with your thing
And if we find we have the same thing in common…well all right….
And if not….
My thing is that eventually, everyone will know the real truth of reality….but that’s me and my
thing…
I know I have the right thing.
This is my thing and I am my things thing and we are the right thing for each other.
And we all pretty well feel that way
And that’s what all the fighting is about and disagreement that makes us beat each other up over
our thing being the right thing when the real right thing can speak up for itself……IF THERE IS A
RIGHT THING FOR EVERYBODY…..A ONE THING THAT IS ALL THINGS AS IT’S OWN
THING!

People would have to adjust their thing and even their definition of what a thing is in the first place
I don’t want to put you out….most of you say I’ve got the wrong thing, anyway
I am with my thing and my thing is with me and I am it’s thing, so we’ve got a thing going on and
that’s the right thing…
So we’ll just have to ask some thing to please stand up and reveal itself as the real thing…if there
is such a thing, because that’s not everybody’s thing, either………
The way I’ve got it figured is that there are three lines you can get in
Everything
Something
Nothing

Yes
Don’t know
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No

Right
Clueless
Wrong

Graduate
Repeat
Expulsion

Ascension
Live
Die
Pick a line, pass through, sort to left, right, middle………you know the drill…or isn’t that your
thing?
Remember that question. You will not be able to lie about the answer….sometime, somewhere,
someone, some…thing…is going to hold a thing up in front of your nose, your face, your eyes,
your being…and ask you, point blank while pointing…IS THIS YOUR THING?
Maybe you CAN lie about it…..so they point to another thing
IS THAT YOUR THING?
Either way
When you decide to claim whatever you want your thing to be, or wish it was, or think or know it
is…

IT BETTER KNOW YOU, TOO
It will not lie for you
It will say that it is your thing
Or is not your thing
Your thing knows you
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Do you know your thing?
How do you feel about your thing?
Do you want your thing?
Do you love doing your thing?
Do you love your thing?
Does your thing love you?

Your thing is all you will have in the end
It will speak up and tell everything about you…in detail…and claim you without hesitation
And if you don’t think that you will like the outcome of that conversation…..
You should get a better thing….quickly….or not…….it’s up to you
I’ve got my thing and I’m sticking to it, thank you very much
I love my thing and my thing loves me
I AM It’s Thing…after all………..it’s my thing and it does what it wants to do with me while I am
with it

So
At least
When my turn in line comes up
I can look THE THING squarely in THE EYE
And reply
YES THAT’S MY THING….YOU WANNA MAKE SOMETHING OF IT?

Because I really want to see what it makes of the whole…..thing.
You’ve got an other thing coming……….grab your thing and get ready to meet it.
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YOU HAVE VERY LITTLE TO LOOSE, BUT YOUR PATIENCE

Blessed be all of you, Children of the Light, I Am Siraya,
Representative of Creator Source in Orvonton.
With His Most Beloved Greetings, I come to confirm that the ' last great consultation ' has finished.
Out of chaos, order must come.
Out of chaos, order SHALL come.
Your Sovereign of Nebadon, Christ Michael is assured of Our full cooperation at this point in time
and at this level and stage of His Divine Plan. With the final date set already and His crew fully
prepared and in action already, you have very little to loose, but your patience.
If that is so, then you are not occupying yourself wisely. As co-creator of your path and that of
ALL, you are to experience a freedom you don't remember.
It wont take long to familiarise yourself in some old and some new environments once chaos that
cannot be ignored, has passed. As this scribe has repeated many times upon Our Inspiration : to
the benefit and highest pupose of All involved, in Service to Others and in accordance with the
Divine Laws of Creation and Balance, your narrow road will proceed steadily.
A Grand Welcome Home is awaiting you, so on those last legs, keep it together, at the Highest
Level of Divine Love and Light possible. Let this be your focus as it is Our pleasure to see you
make it through this momentous times for your ' mother Earth ' and all of you.
Greeting you warmly and sincere, and with glad tidings from your Sovereign, I am Siraya, in
Service of Creator Source.
Love and Light,
Johan.
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Targeted Message
You have set in place, In your time and space The mechanics of your end.
By Monka Channel not given
Jun 19, 2012 - 7:07:55 PM

Early 19 June 2012
Time is a construct that you use,
To measure learning in these planes of space,
Time is a collection of moments in space,
Time is marked in space as a place.

Time seems short
When you are in fun and games,
Time seems long
When you are in tears and pain,
Time seems short
When you are facing your end,
Time seems long
In the course of the ending!
It is a paradox yes!
Illusionary yet measurable,
This time, in place, in space,

As such you must know,
The spaces of your mind,
Can never be veiled to us.
For we imbue this space,
Which you think is your place,
And from us, there is nothing
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You can hide!
And we tell you that,
In spite of your arrogance,
Your fear is measurable,
Your desperation, observable,
Your coldness, calculable
Making your options, predictable
Your power, reducible.
And your demise, tangible!
You have set in place,
In your time and space
The mechanics of your end.
And thus it must be,
That which is in motion,
Must outwork itself,
In accordance with the Laws,
Of Life on this plane.
By your thought and your hand,
You have wrought upon yourself,
That which is inevitable
For your Soul’s sake,
In your dying moments,
You can ask for forgiveness.

I AM MONKA of the Ashtar Command,
And I AM here in this place of time and space,
In accordance with a directed mandate,
Issued for this plane of existence,
That must be fulfilled,
Which is to wrap up this mission!
And so it is!
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WE HAVE BROKEN YOUR DAGGERS
By CM, channel NOT given
Jun 19, 2012 - 11:00:40 PM

WE HAVE BROKEN YOUR DAGGERS AND CANDLES AND HAVE MELTED THE BLACK
WAX AWAY INTO NOTHINGNESS.
WE HAVE DISRUPTED YOUR CHANTING AND MADE MUTE YOUR VOICES.
WE HAVE SHATTERED YOUR ALTARS AND DRIED UP THE BLOOD WITHIN YOUR CUPS
AND YOU HAVE SEEN THOSE SAME CUPS DESTROYED BEFORE YOUR OWN EYES
AND STILL YOU PERSIST
NO MORE INNOCENTS WILL DIE BY THY WRETCHED HANDS
NO MORE BABIES WILL BE SACRIFICED TO YOUR DEAD LORD AND GOD
AND WE HAVE THROWN YOU
YOU WHO THOUGHT YOURSELF UNTOUCHABLE
AND BEYOND THE SLAP OF GOD’S HAND
VILE BEAST OF A WOMAN
THY TIME HAS COME!
AND STILL YOU PERSIST!
WE ARE UPON YOU
SURRENDER!
YOUR HOUSE IS FALLEN
YOUR CLAN IS DONE
ALL IN OUR GRASP TO THE LAST COUSIN
THIS WORLD IS MINE
I HAVE RECLAIMED IT IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER OF ALL
YE HAVE SEEN YOUR DARK CHAMBERS FILLED WITH LIGHT DIVINE
AND STILL YOU PERSIST
SHALL WE DO MORE THAN EVEN THIS?
TRULY IT WOULD BE THE END OF YOU IF WE DID
CEASE AND DESIST FROM THIS INSANE RITUAL
IT AVAILS YOU NAUGHT
WE HAVE WIPED AWAY YOUR SEALS EVERY NIGHT
DO YOU TRULY EXPECT TO SUCCEED IF YOU KEEP TRYING?
IT IS OVER!
YOU ARE DONE AND UNDONE!
ACCEPT MY SOVEREIGNTY AND RULE IN MY OWN UNIVERSE
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AND THE SOVEREIGNTY OF SOURCE CREATOR THROUGH THE PARADISE TRINITY
OVER THE WHOLE OF CREATION
SURRENDER
NOT BECAUSE WE ARE COMING TO GET YOU
WE ALREADY HAVE YOU
SURRENDER IN ORDER TO LIVE!
THE CONSEQUENCES OF YOUR ACTIONS NOW
ARE BEYOND EVEN YOUR IMAGINING
PLEASE, YOU DO NOT WANT THIS
DO NOT BE SO WILLING TO RECEIVE IT.
I AM CHRIST MICHAEL ATON,
SUPREME UNCONDITIONAL SOVEREIGN MASTER SON OF GOD
LORD OF HOSTS OF LEGIONS OF ARMIES OF HEAVEN
IN THIS UNIVERSE OF MY OWN MAKING
AND I DO WHAT I WILL
WITH AND WITHIN IT
AS I AM ONE WITH PARADISE TRINITY
AND THE CREATOR SOURCE AND CENTER OF ALL THINGS
INCLUDING YE ONES.
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I Tried to Ignore it....can you?
By KiboDabi
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Jun 19, 2012 - 9:42:22 PM

WARNING!...........................................................................

I know i just posted and i'm posting more and more and i'm pretty sure there's another one coming
tomorrow..........but so much left unsaid with so little time left....IMHO........and....mind you....under
the circumstances...if i'm hurrying in my sense of things...as far as time and space are
concerned...then i will still have no choice but to go completely off and attack at will....and then
some...on more fronts than they can handle until this thing is finished, over and done with once
and for all and for good.......................
i was just going to let you guys know that i posted another post on the blog...but...what the
heck....here's the whole thing....just so you don't have to go looking for
it..............................................................................
[link to kibodabi.wordpress.com] (the blog it's on, he put it on the forum, thus the intro above.
****************************************************************
i tried to ignore it….can you?
Cobra commanders’ cheerleader, Gigi, or whatever has posted a history lesson that is grossly
distorted to the point of being filled with meticulous lies............or so I say.......
Most people, who have little if any idea of who and what the gnostics were and are, automatically
fall into some kind of ‘oooohhhh, gnostics..’ state whenever they see the word......
Please....
The gnostics, as a sect, were more informed than the rest, but even their writings have been
corrupted and if you’ve ever read the Urantia Book, you’d know........
For one, they viewed all ETs as Archons simply because their experience was one in which that
was all that they were able to come into contact with........ever wonder why?
Please to be informed that Lucifer was not an archangel........i repeat...Luicifer was not an
archangel....he was a system sovereign. That’s like mid-management for you corporate folks....
He was allowed by Christ Michael ATON to fulfill his rebellion against the Paradise Trinity and
Christ Michael because it was seen that more good would result than evil.
Yes....i know....it resulted in the great galactic war.....i understand, but sides had to be chosen.
This planet, which fell within Lucifers’ territory, was actually way behind enemy lines....so to
speak....
In fact, our original planetary prince betrayed the Light and joined the other side, thus handing this
planet to him.
This whole system was placed under quarantine by Christ Michael. Ask yourself....are quarantines
declared from without or from within the infection? That should tell you something right there.....
Now....
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The great galactic war was between those peoples that remained true to the vision of Christ
Michael and accepted the being of the Paradise Trinity...and those that didn’t.......one of the
greatest issues in question was all the time, trouble and energy that was being extended to train
people, personalities, beings like you, human beings, to be the gods of the new universes..... This
made no sense to Lucifer. He thought it was a waste of time and could be done better than it was
being done by giving the higher beings, like him, a more direct hand in the matter....it’s not that it
was such a bad idea, it’s just that he wanted to go it alone and prove that he could do better....his
way...he failed. He failed and that failure ruined him to the point that he preferred uncreation to
learning to follow the Divine Will of The Eternal Father and His Sovereign Christ Michael of
Nebadon.
What can you do? He was given every chance to succeed or realize failure and come clean and
admit that he couldn’t do it and surrender to the perfect will of The Father in all things....and he
just couldn’t do it......damn. His loss, his uncreation hurt everybody, including Christ Michael and
Source....he could have done so much better and so much more if he had just surrendered to the
great truth of life....THE ONE PERFECT BEING KNOWS BEST.
Anyway..........here we are.
We were colonized by the Anunnaki, who proceeded to set themselves up as gods and screw with
our DNA and reduce us to the lesser beings that we are today.
However....they did this under specific contract to end their business at the appointed time.....that
time came in 1996 when the Treaty of Ancharra was signed, thus ending the Great Galactic War.
The Ancharra Alliance was with the Anunnaki, the Draconians and the fallen angelics and other
beings that had chosen their side....the side of Lucifer.....
All that is over now, it no longer applies, but there are those that want you to believe that it still
applies and that the dark on this planet are not flesh and blood beings, like you and I are.
When the Anunnaki surrendered and joined the Light, they told their Earth minions that they
should be smart and do the same...they didn’t.
Too much effort over the course of too many years made them stubborn. They wanted to do
everything they could to bring their plans to fruition....silly people...
Things got sloppy for them after that...the internet took off big time, 9/11 was full of holes and an
obvious inside job to anyone with eyes to see and a mind to discern...though these people are a
huge minority, it was enough to light fires and fires give off light....and heat...so the heat was
on.....
Now it’s grab as catch can....for all sides of what’s left of the war...which is all here, now......
And I, for one, think it is highly ridiculous to now say that ETs are helping us, when just weeks
before...all ETs were evil Archons..........are we really that stupid?
We reincarnated here because of the quarantine, not because of a matrix grid that was designed
to keep us in fear, materiality, competition and control. True, it helped, but don’t think for a minute
that they ever had that much power after the bestowal mission of Christ Michael in Esu, whom you
know as Jesus...but that’s another post...........
Cc and Gg want you to believe that they hold the keys to the kingdom in their hands and it isn’t so.
WE hold those keys and those keys open the gates and the doors to unity in consciousness with
GOD AND CHRIST as our source and creators...we owe them everything and it’s time that we
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acted accordingly.
All those millions of ships out there, struggling to get us to raise our vibrations, our frequencies,
our consciousnesses, our beings, to the highly desired level of clarity and understanding have
been thwarted and delayed again and again simply because we, as a planetary people, are
reluctant to accept our true place as servants of THE ONE IN BEING.
THEY DO! WHY CAN’T WE?
You think that they’re all here just because they want to be helpful? Sure they want to be helpful.
It’s in their nature. But the fact of the matter is that whole planets and civilizations have been
destroyed for being less dark and controlled that we are.
So why?
Because this is a Divine Mandate, that’s why!
GET IT THROUGH YOUR HEADS PEOPLE!
This all about GOD and our relationship with HIM and the relationship that HE wants to have with
us and if we want to make it to the next stage then we damn well better get with the program and
see and hear the truth.........but that’s me and you don’t have to see and hear the truth I speak or
write...it’s up to you what you want. This is going to be personal, individual adjudication...it’s
sorting...judgment...graduation to a higher learning on a better campus or back to school and
maybe a few grades to boot...if you’re not kicked out entirely...that’s all on you.
Your thing........remember?

One last thing......
Personally....my opinion is that it’s clearly a deception when anyone tells you that it’s the Jesuits
that are telling the Elders of Zion what to do. The Jesuits are full of Luciferians and Satanists and
the core of that is found in the cabal that plagues you and they are ruled by the Elders of Zion.
I know....your thing...they’re just victims...Surely the pope is more than happy to blame the
crucifixion of Christ on the Romans because he really believes it’s the truth....in spite of what the
bible says...and all the bankers and lawyers and doctors and media and corporate moguls are
Jesuits..........what? You mean they’re not? Wow...who knew?
Wage war by deception.............whether that war be physical, mental, emotional or
spiritual.........financial, political, medical, military, electronic, informational, educational, religious,
racial, sexual, propaganda, philosophical, mystical....occult.....
Wage war by deception...against man and God
Wage war by deception...was not Lucifer the great deceiver?
Wage war by deception....by any means necessary...the means justify the ends...might makes
right...
Wage war by deception....meditate on defeating already dealt with and defeated non-physical
enemies instead of the physical enemies in front of your face...
Wage war by deception....make your enemy the enemy of your enemy......and have no friends...
Wage war by deception.....until you win or are finally conquered and destroyed and war is no
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more
Wage war by deception...until the very end and destroy the world as you are destroyed...
Wage war by deception...the war goes on as long as they continue to be deceived...
Wage war by deception... everywhere, anywhere, any way, every way you can
Wage war by deception...all day every day

Wage war by deception
Wage war by deception
Wage war by deception
Candace: Now this Cobra guy, again this website [link to 2012portal.blogspot.ca] YOu can read
the recent stuff there, some truth mixed with the bull, Wage War by Deception. Eve had a vision,
which I mentioned abut the New Agers on the conveyor belt into the mouth of the NWO, well the
traffic to this website proves it.

Now go to this transcript of the first part of a recent radio interview with Cobra. Here is a small
portion of this, proves the point, as Keenan is an arch enemy involved in the take out of the OITC

So, what’s happening now is actually, there is a certain group within the Rothschild and
Rockefeller faction that would like to surrender, most likely the central bankers. This is not the
whole of the Cabal, this is just one faction.

SC: Yes.
Cobra: They’ve been negotiating, especially with Keenan. And Drake is in contact with Keenan,
and they are negotiating this.
SC: So, when you say “Keenan,” that’s Neil Keenan who…
Cobra: Yes.
SC: … I think David Wilcock first said, that had served the liens on not only the Federal Reserve
but then the 12 Federal Reserve banks in America, and also some of the central banks within
Europe.
Cobra: Exactly.
SC: So, have you been in contact with Drake to find this out, or have you got your own intel
sources that give you that information?
Cobra: I have no contact with Drake, I work independently. But I have my own sources, and they
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said this is happening, this is true.
SC: Okay. So, do you know how the Cabal has stepped forward? Like, what did they say? What
did — like who did they — did they just contact Neil Keenan direct and say, “We’re interested in
making some sort of deal here”?
Cobra: They contacted Neil Keenan, and I think also Drake received a phone call from them. And
they just — they are scared, they would like to surrender. And there is no news yet how this all
turned out, because they still need to think about it, a few days maybe.
SC: Okay.
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FINALITY
By Siraya thru Rubens
Jun 20, 2012 - 11:23:48 PM

Finality
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Rubens: Hello Siraya
Siraya: Good evening dear one
I am here to give a message of finality to all of this; yes, it looked like the message given through
Johan was just that but, such is not the case. We have offered many, many opportunities to the
dark ones out of love and in their unnatural state, they have failed to understand the Grace and
Mercy handed to them, not because they deserve it per say, but rather because Love is the
governing Law throughout Creation as a whole.
As said, previously, a date has already been set and nothing will change that at this point. I am
here to remind the ones coming back to the planet to take a very careful and attentive look at their
world as it stands now and understand that they will never again see it as is.
It is time to bid their adieu to all that is and know that it is all for the highest purpose. We salute
those who have been able to withstand the heat and fear generated by the unnatural ones and
stood their ground until the end. Blessed are you indeed, dear children of the Highest.
There is nothing more to say than that it is done for the last time and prepare for what is around
the corner.
Blessings upon you, our blessed-ones and good riddance to the malevolent ones.
I am Siraya, Master Spirit of the SuperUniverse of Orvonton

Rubens: Thank you.
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Targeted Messages
Jun 20, 2012 - The Ancients of Days Speak

Behold cometh the darkness upon your world
The darkness that shall in the end cause the great shining of light

For those that have found their light, shall come the opportunity to perceive great glory

For those who made the final rejection shall come the loss of glory and for most, the lost of
who they be, as they are returned to the great uncreated to become again remade in the
light, but not as their former selves

It is but the cycling of the universe. For old to new to old to new, to brighter even then the
last new and so it shall be for those on earth.

After the days of no light, planet will come forth in the beginning of its new glory. The
mother has won her great battle.
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I AM THAT I AM and so are YOU
LOVE does conquer all!
Christ is not a Name, it is a state of being!
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Ultimate and Final Words
By CM thru Rubens
Jun 21, 2012 - 11:43:03 PM

Ultimate and Final Words
This is Your Creator Son, Sovereign of the Local Universe of Nebadon, your place of inhabitation
which Urantia is a part of. As you can assess, Siraya and The Ancient of Days, came
ceremoniously to give the dark ones a final warning, or promise and you, who must continue the
journey were congratulated on your steadfast stand against an almost insurmountable resistance
from the sick ones who refuse to let go of their illusory sense of control and power.
I must say that they have surprised us in their obstinacy and sheer madness in pursuing their
course. We have exhausted all possibilities as pertain to offering them a way out and an
opportunity to express regrets and make amends; In vain, have they persisted in their madness
and we must say that it is truly pitiful to see that they have wasted so much to effect significant
changes on Urantia for the benefit of all.
It is now over and we must move on. We are going to effect those changes necessary to bring
about balance to Urantia and its children. We are going to instruct the inhabitants on what has
taken place on the planet for so long with their unconscious approval and paint to them the
scenario that has been placed in their face which only needed final adjustments to come to full
implementation. You, the inhabitants of Urantia would have not been able to shake the shackle of
slavery that you already had around your neck and legs. We are about to undertake an operation
undreamed of by many which will serve them as a template so that this aberration never takes
place in My Universe and hopefully the entire SuperUniverse of Orvonton.
You are the subjects of a lot of talks in the entire SuperUniverse and even beyond and this has to
come to fruition no matter what because a lot has been invested for a long time so we can bring it
to a successful halt which is truly the beginning of a wondrous journey ahead of you. Let this be a
reason for celebration for indeed there is plenty to be happy about; yes there will be many tears
shed as well but, in all it is much more about success than anything else. Let this be imprinted into
the very core of your mind in order to never allow it to take place anywhere else so when the time
comes to serve again, you will be better equipped to deal with it swiftly and efficiently. Once again,
let me remind you of the importance of this moment that you currently living which will accelerate
quickly to the end.
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Peace be upon you all and let the end come to an end.
This is your Creator Son, Aton the Sovereign of Nebadon
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Esu Speaks Publicly on Coming Changes
By Jess Anthony
Jun 23, 2012 - 10:49:41 AM

6-21-12
Esu, you said you have words. I am ready to receive your comments.
Jess, let's speak. This is a period of change unlike any the world has witnessed before. The
universe itself is adapting to a new vibrational frequency of energy that brings with it many
revelations of insight into the truth of the Creator's plan. The so-called Wave of photons is truth
and love in an ocean of illumination. This will change Earth beyond any imaginings, and those
who continue with her ascension will become creatures of the light just as the planet will.
This period of light must be preceded by the dark. This is the prophesied and foretold "three days
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of darkness" that religions and New Age gurus have feared and anticipated. Religions of the world
dread this darkness because they know the return of the light will bring the truth. Their rituals and
controlling precepts will be shown as meaningless. Those New Age believers who look for
transcendence will be shown the reality of what ascension really means. True illumination and
salvation means taking responsibility individually and working to be compassionate to everyone.
The period of darkness will be brought on by galactic forces. Natural causes can't produce the
pause in existence necessary for changes to be imposed from a higher dimension. This darkness
will be accompanied by a worldwide loss of electricity. Anything that runs on electrical current will
not function. Batteries will work until they are used up. Candles will burn until they are not in stock.
Water will be turned off unless the pumps don't require electricity to operate. Man will be forced to
re-think his mode of existence for this period of three days.
Many will panic and revolt. It will be surprising how quickly man's civilized veneer becomes selfish
and predatory. Banks will not operate and financial systems will not be able to transfer fiat digits.
Social unrest will develop due to a loss of restriction and control. Martial law will be suggested.
The political process will be in shambles. Food delivery and service will be minimal.
Transportation will be limited. Chaos will develop quickly.
My followers and those who will be able to guide others will be tasked with explaining and
coordinating events when they can. They are responsible for themselves above all, and they must
reach out only as much as they are able without harm to themselves. The time for a greater reeducation and transformation will come later.
Three days may not seem much, but the removal of electrical energy will bring everything to a
halt. The darkening of the sun will prevent normal activities. The loss of sunlight will cause
temperatures to drop. Prepare for sustaining your existence with alternative resources.
As the traditional Summer Solstice has occurred according to your calendar, the peak energy from
the sun will wane and the Earth will move into a time of darkness when its inhabitants are
seemingly cut off from the universe. The universe is watching man's reactions and taking note.
Good can come from bad. Compassion can replace selfish behavior. Assistance and help can
throw a lifeline.
Be ready and prepared. Examine your beliefs and convictions.
Esu
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On the morning of the fourth day
Christ Michael Thru DS June 20, 2012

On the morning of the fourth day dawn will be burning in amber hues. The silence that had taken
hold of one’s soul will still be embraced as this new day comes to light.
For during the 3 Days of Darkness the Spirits and Souls of Humanity will awaken and be forced to
see clearly their demise by which they had forsaken their truth within themselves on earth and in
the heavens above.
In the midst of the darkness the silence will be heard so loud it will echo onto them by which ALL
will know the Mighty Power of their Father/Creator.
Much madness, sadness and tears will present itself, for denial was at the forefront of many
issues. They will no longer deny the lighted truths from within as the crevices of hiding and
denying will be lighted as never before.
Shafts of lighted knowledge, truth, and divine scripture will come flooding into awareness, and the
voice of their creator will not be denied. Fear will rise and their core will be shaken, but for these
souls, the days of darkness will be their ticket to freedom.
Freedom by which many untruths and lies of deception had distorted their reality of what is real
and what is false. Some will rejoice as a spark of lighted memory comes flooding onto them and
some will spiral into the fear of uncertainty.
A time of reckoning has occurred, that which was predestined to come. A time prayed for by many
and welcomed in dreams. Nothing will ever be the same again! People will never be the same
again! The nature of God will have been shown and his lighted love will transcend unto the world
his glory and oneness!
Hearts will rejoice and be opened as love prevails and unites many! The golden light of truth will
flow in the air opening all doors to the soul. Clarity beholden to eyes opened and minds eager will
come to them.
Decisions will need to be made by each as to where they stand as the lighted truths will no longer
wait or be compromised. It is the time of reckoning! Each souls time to face themselves and see
what they are made of, as they can no longer deny or hide that which they will know within.
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By the end of the 3 Days of Darkness much will have been addressed and confronted by each
soul, as this has been ordained.
As the morning sun rises on the 4th Day celebrations will be heard world wide.
The darkened cleansing will have accomplished its divine mission of awakening the masses, and
mankind will have been purged of the evil dark cabal.
This will be felt, sensed, and known and there will be no denying the changed energy signature
within the air and of those around you….
The hunger and thirst for truth will herald in the time of disclosure and announcements!
May my Divine Light be upon my Anointed Ones.
Blessed be to All!
[link to abundanthope.net]
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On the morning of the fourth day
By CM thru author unnamed
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On the morning of the fourth day
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Christ Michael Thru DS June 20, 2012

On the morning of the fourth day dawn will be burning in amber hues. The silence that had taken
hold of one’s soul will still be embraced as this new day comes to light.

For during the 3 Days of Darkness the Spirits and Souls of Humanity will awaken and be forced to
see clearly their demise by which they had forsaken their truth within themselves on earth and in
the heavens above.

In the midst of the darkness the silence will be heard so loud it will echo onto them by which ALL
will know the Mighty Power of their Father/Creator.

Much madness, sadness and tears will present itself, for denial was at the forefront of many
issues. They will no longer deny the lighted truths from within as the crevices of hiding and
denying will be lighted as never before.

Shafts of lighted knowledge, truth, and divine scripture will come flooding into awareness, and the
voice of their creator will not be denied. Fear will rise and their core will be shaken, but for these
souls, the days of darkness will be their ticket to freedom.

Freedom by which many untruths and lies of deception had distorted their reality of what is real
and what is false. Some will rejoice as a spark of lighted memory comes flooding onto them and
some will spiral into the fear of uncertainty.

A time of reckoning has occurred, that which was predestined to come. A time prayed for by many
and welcomed in dreams. Nothing will ever be the same again! People will never be the same
again! The nature of God will have been shown and his lighted love will transcend unto the world
his glory and oneness!

Hearts will rejoice and be opened as love prevails and unites many! The golden light of truth will
flow in the air opening all doors to the soul. Clarity beholden to eyes opened and minds eager will
come to them.

Decisions will need to be made by each as to where they stand as the lighted truths will no longer
wait or be compromised. It is the time of reckoning! Each souls time to face themselves and see
what they are made of, as they can no longer deny or hide that which they will know within.

By the end of the 3 Days of Darkness much will have been addressed and confronted by each
soul, as this has been ordained.
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As the morning sun rises on the 4th Day celebrations will be heard world wide.

The darkened cleansing will have accomplished its divine mission of awakening the masses, and
mankind will have been purged of the evil dark cabal.

This will be felt, sensed, and known and their will be no denying the changed energy signature
within the air and of those around you….

The hunger and thirst for truth will herald in the time of disclosure and announcements!

May my Divine Light be upon my Anointed Ones.

Blessed be to All!
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The Battle is Won
By Sanat Kumara thru Candace
Jun 22, 2012 - 11:56:50 PM

The Battle is Won

Sanat Kumara

Oh dear ones, it is I Sanat Kumara, whom you know as Solar Logos of the silver ray, and as
Grandfather

Rather than chid the dark, the purpose here is give praise to all of you who have passed your
difficult testing on this world. I am specifically speaking to the ones directly involved in the project
of raising this world that are from the highest realms, but we are well pleased also with those
evolving on this world who have made enough of a grade in progress to return here after the long
stasis.

We sit in great joy that we have come to this event, the coming 3 days of darkness, which was not
envisioned as being possible many years ago. Hope was about gone that we could keep this
world running. It was pretty much accepted that she would be rolled over, after the lifting of
successful students and star seeds and things started over thousands of years into the future.

You have made it possible for this intermediate option, since a full ascension of earths inhabitants
did not occur, and we stand in amazement of this accomplishment. See the Hope and Light in
this! The battle is won.
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Today has NOT been a good day has it?
By David Righter Thru Candace
Jun 23, 2012 - 10:31:28 PM

Today has NOT been a good day has it?

David Righter (S333)
Thru Candace June 22, 2012

To our dark banking brothers, today has NOT been a good day has it? You are having troubles
almost everywhere with your internet connections. Rest assured WE ARE BEHIND IT.

Do you remember ME dear ones? I have posted to AH before, for a period as S333 and then
formally as David Righter here and on Gas_oven. I am a financial lawyer from the very high
realms, based actually on the Super Universe Headquarters complex that surrounds Uversa. I AM
here incarnate and I have a large staff of folks walking with two legs so you are directly
"reachable" by myself and team.
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Your destruction of God's instrument on the world, the OITC did not go unnoticed and those of
you directly involved will have your just reward. The courts of Orvonton ARE always JUST.

Now during the interim before the beginning of the 3 days you can expect more "interference"
from us. Let the games begin in earnest.

To readers of Abundanthope, its always WISE to have cash around for "emergencies" and to NOT
keep your bank accounts overflowing. I AM David Righter.
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The Litmus Test and Graduation message from Source
By Source thru Hazel
Jun 23, 2012 - 9:11:48 AM

The Litmus Test and Graduation message from Source Thru Hazel
Behold the litmus test is now complete and the results measured against MY will. The time of
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revelation is present and each of ALL in his individuality will know in doubtless form the results.
For those who pass will be offered passage BUT those who fail must repeat or abandon the
course of life.
Rest easy all MY ones who have obliged ME for your ascent is assured.
Live in this moment and savour its joy; take a journey through the inner mind and heart and rest
there for a while. Plough through the unwanted and cast aside that which is fruitless, clear away
the debris and find your rest. Allow the stillness of these moments to usher in light; see it flow in
the mirror of your mind as it settles within you and you become the light. Become the Light. With
certainty this will serve you well on the road ahead as your days become night and night precedes
further night for a short, yet what would seem lengthy period of time.
Be like unto ME, effort to be likened to ME for less than ME does not exist. Peel away the layers
of false perceptions; release it unto the cosmos for un creation and observe yourself being filled
with MY light to replace the antiquity of falsehood. What sits in discomfort within you is false and
must be eliminated to allow for new frequencies to fill your vessel; that streams of elevated
awareness may begin its culture.
Make ME your Home, your resting place; your tabernacle; your playhouse and I shall in turn
create with you an inner dimension from which your outer world can be birthed. It is MY rhythm
that you must match to create as I do and as I would. I speak these words to all who will take the
ascending journey for graduation time is at hand and I AM rendering the speech that will usher
you into the great halls of light.
I have thus far lent you MY eyes for those who wished to see through ME and espouse a higher
vision; I have lent you MY mind for those seeking to draw from its education and be united with
truth; I have given you MY spirit that you may seek in spirit to know and become spirit. All things
have I bestowed upon thee of necessity that you may tend to your soul and seek its survival
beyond the contemporary material octave. I HAVE OBLIGED YOU.
As the handle of the door which separates you from a new world opens I desire you to know that
greater power awaits you which demands a new found sense of responsibility for yourself and the
evolution of planet and people. The old ways cannot and will not sustain; old thinking and beliefs
which fettered progress must be abandoned. New vision must be espoused and that vision must
be founded in HOLINESS. Perfection must ever be the goal and the I AM presence the way.
What has been taken for granted in the past must be brought to the forefront and tended to. Let
not limitations or perceptions of limitation gather in your force field; for they will only sour your
journey and pre-empt greater fulfilment of God potential. Do not think that you know all of ME for
only when you can do what I do then you shall in truth know ME. Let this be your yardstick of
measurement.
A brilliant era of transformation is now upon you and you the graduates are to be commended for
your resilience and readiness to assume the mantle of greater responsibility for self and planet. I
entrust MYSELF to thee that you may use this Timeless Resource to light your way forward.
Ample instruction will be provided so that when you enter your brand new classroom you will be
equipped to begin your creation. The measure of your handiwork; the source of its conception,
direction, focus and goal will find its foundation and blueprint in a new paradigm- light, love,
balance and perpetuity.
As you ascend, the gap between US will lessen and greater motivation will strike and you will plot
your way ever forwards until the totality of ONENESS becomes your experience.
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I congratulate you and commit to ever walk with you on this your onward journey. I AM your goal
and your goal must ever abide in your consciousness lest you forget the purpose of the journey.
I AM your First Source and Centre.
Blessings flow from Paradise; receive and be renewed.
[link to abundanthope.net]
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Targeted Messages
Jun 25, 2012 - Come Home
Come Home
June 23, 2012

To my Beloved Sons of the Dark Nature. Ponder carefully this short final period. Some of you
have chosen your uncreation and it seems fixed in your nature, but there is still a short time to
experience ME before it is over and you are returned to cosmic energy. In doing so, you might, in
the experiencing of my LOVE for you, change of your minds. For there is no changing when this is
done.
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Come unto ME. Feel my warmth and love. Do you really want to abandon that? Don't you wish to
consider it could be otherwise? Eternal life is a wondrous undertaking and you will be tossing the
eternal wonder down the drain, never to be experienced again..

I want you to feel MY AGE. I was first created beloveds nearly 2 trillion years ago. Image that! And
here I stand today with a Universe of my own creation. There are no limits ever, placed on where
you can go. I took over the reins of Nebadon, but only a short 300 billion years ago, when mostly it
was still clusters of nebulas, but the Central Creation, the Central Worlds of Salvington were done
with the making of them. The abode of the Gods had been "finished" enough for myself and teams
to come and set forth our creation of MAN. And of course a lot of the angels, of necessity created
for this creating endeavor.

Many of you here are my direct sons and others of you are Nebadonia's direct daughters. FEEL
My Grace, Feel MY LOVE, FEEL her LOVE, Feel OUR LOVE and come home! For Glory always
will await thee. I am Michael of Nebadon.
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To my Beloved Sons of the Dark Nature. Ponder carefully this short final period. Some of you
have chosen your uncreation and it seems fixed in your nature, but there is still a short time to
experience ME before it is over and you are returned to cosmic energy. In doing so, you might, in
the experiencing of my LOVE for you, change of your minds. For there is no changing when this is
done.

Come unto ME. Feel my warmth and love. Do you really want to abandon that? Don't you wish to
consider it could be otherwise? Eternal life is a wondrous undertaking and you will be tossing the
eternal wonder down the drain, never to be experienced again..

I want you to feel MY AGE. I was first created beloveds nearly 2 trillion years ago. Image that! And
here I stand today with a Universe of my own creation. There are no limits ever, placed on where
you can go. I took over the reins of Nebadon, but only a short 300 billion years ago, when mostly it
was still clusters of nebulas, but the Central Creation, the Central Worlds of Salvington were done
with the making of them. The abode of the Gods had been "finished" enough for myself and teams
to come and set forth our creation of MAN. And of course a lot of the angels, of necessity created
for this creating endeavor.

Many of you here are my direct sons and others of you are Nebadonia's direct daughters. FEEL
My Grace, Feel MY LOVE, FEEL her LOVE, Feel OUR LOVE and come home! For Glory always
will await thee. I am Michael of Nebadon.
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Yes, If people could only see.....
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Going Condo on Rent Day
By KiboDabi
Jun 27, 2012 - 2:07:35 PM

Going Condo on Rent Day -Kibo

My my...where does the space time go?
Ah well....have a cup of tea.....no, that’s not your cup, that’s my cup
There’s your cup........pick a tea, any tea......i’m having constant comment...
Since I seem to be constantly commenting on one thing or an other......
Hmmm?
Oh....just making sure I have my rent....landlord’s coming......actually, I’ve been saving to buy the
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place since I heard it’s going condo...yeah...we worked out a price and everything...i’m good.
I dunno...he should’ve been here by now...what can I do? I'm on his time, not mine, y'know? I
need to be here when he comes, so I can’t really go anywhere, now can i? This has got to get
paid.....no pay, no stay.... Money? No, he don’t take that shit...don’t need it....don’t want it...don’t
care about it... His currency is soul experience...consciousness in love and light...a talent for
obedience... Living by his will
It’s there in the lease.....see? Spiritual currency only....i think I have enough...hope so....been
praying on it...calling him all the time to see just how much I need for the premium job...i hear he’s
going to rehab...kick the thugs out, give the slackers time to find a new place...let the visitors go
home......i’d like to stay, myself....i’ve got the last amount he quoted me...if it changes, he’ll let me
know...i’ve got extra, just in case.....we’ll see.
It should be more than enough...but hey...soul contracts...you never know until you sign, right?
Just make sure you know who you’re signing with....remember Lucy? That’s how them damn
thugs got in here in the first place...They should’ve left the building when he did...pretenders,
every last one of them!
I don’t think I’ve damaged the apartment too much....no cracks...none that I made, anyway.....a
few nails in the wall...should’ve used tape to hang those up, I guess...but I can fix that....i take full
responsibility and if he’s going condo, I’d like to own the place....yeah yeah...condo fees...what the
hey...rehab, upgrades...it’ll be great! Get a real home office! Nothing but the best of everything
from now on! That’s the ticket!
Huh?
Well...no...i won’t be able to do whatever the hell I want to do...if there’s anything I want to do that
the owner of the building doesn’t want me to do...Jesus, it’s not like he’s asking for that
much...don’t break anything, no holes in the wall, take care of the place and fix the small stuff that
you can fix, yourself....he takes care of the rest and hey!....I can paint and redecorate any way I
want as long as I follow those few simple rules...and get along with the neighbors...it helps if we
like each other...i love everybody. Some people...i don’t like so much. But hey...takes all kinds, am
I right?
Besides...i hear that only the really goods ones are staying. We’ve all seen the plans to redo and
upgrade the whole neighborhood...it’s gonna be great! I really wanna be here to see it....
Yeah...i know he’s late...should’ve been here some time ago...like i said, his schedule, not mine.
He'll get here when he gets here. All i have to do is be here when he does...
But I’ve heard him arguing with those assholes downstairs...yeah... them...dumb little fucks think
they own the place...been ganging up on folks and scaring people for years...now everybody’s
lease is up because of the rehab and they don’t want to leave. I think they’re scared that they got
nowhere to go...Well hell!...would YOU take them!?
They got no currency and just leech and steal off of others and they’ve gotten more bold and
violent every day. If they get kicked out of here...it’s the ghetto for them...or jail....who knows?
They can’t stay here, that’s for sure.
They’ve even convinced some of the people that they’re the ones that really own the building and
they’re the ones that will be doing the rehab and the landlord is just some shmuck nobody out to
scam currency...either that or they’re trying to convince folks that the landlord is really the one
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responsible for all the trouble in the first place...it’s hard to tell. They say so much crap...they said
the same thing about his kid when he came that last time, remember?
huh?
Nah...he don’t care...His kid’s outside the doors with SWAT teams...what the hell are these idiots
gonna do? I hear they’ve barricaded themselves in the kitchen downstairs...yeah, the banquet
one...they had both rooms and partied all the time...wouldn’t let anybody but their friends in....so
you had to join if you wanted to get along...but then you had to work for them and they paid shit
wages...no really...they paid in real crap... and then told you that you owed them real currency just
for them paying you...ain’t that a hoot?
Well, they lost the banquet hall and now they’re all holed up in the kitchen trying to negotiate how
they want to leave...they actually want to get paid and on top of that, they want to stay...even if it
means living in the basement. I figure they got some friends they hope are staying that will help
them out later....fat chance...they’ll be gone, too....Old man’s got a list of everyone he wants to get
rid of and everyone that’s staying...No lie!
He’s had the place staked out for years...ever since the last due day...remember that one? What
they did to his kid? OOOOhhhhh that was soooo wrong.....But the kid said he’d be back...Hey! He
lived through that shit, right?...gone, up and out.......now he’s back with the landlord and I, for one,
would like to stay and watch all this go down and see how it goes.....hey, maybe I can even get a
better job...help out more...who knows?
But these thugs...how stupid can you get? They’re actually threatening to blow up the kitchen and
the building with it if they don’t get their way.....they got their friends pretending to calm them down
and negotiate with them to make it look good....ah well...
What are they going to do if the old man just shuts off all the power and gas and bum rushes their
sorry asses with that SWAT team that his son brought along ...apparently he knew it would get like
this...best to be prepared, I reckon.....you heard what they did to that pimp, right? Yeah...he turned
out to be real bitch at the end....oh well.....
So, I guess he won’t get up here until that’s taken care of. I hear some of the bigger and better
tenants are pitching in to help get rid of them and that should help speed things up...
No...not them. They’re outta here, too...really...swear to God and hope to live, giving all that I can
give.... Yeah...THEM...no problem there, right?
...so if the lights and stuff go out, just relax and drink your tea...we’re good...you can stay here
with me...or make your way back to your place in the dark...you got a light, right?
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is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
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This is not a Telepathic Message...but a Message it is...isn't it?!

LOOKING FOR WEAPONS OF MASS CONSTRUCTION
By KiboDabi
Jun 27, 2012 - 2:52:44 PM

i had told myself that i was just going to post on the blog and if anybody wanted to see it...they
could go there....because sometimes i don't want what i'm doing to get in the way of what's
happening here....my rants and raves are mine and not necessarily the views of AH...usually
pretty close i find and i will always support Candace and CM's 2nd Coming Organization...so
please don't get in my way with that...i will run over you and not look back.....

but i was reading the thread about the new EO by clone Obama...and money was brought
up....soooooooo....i figured, what the hell...post it up...it seems to fit now.......so there......and here:

LOOKING FOR WEAPONS OF MASS CONSTRUCTION

If you’ve ever been square dancing, you might recognize all the maneuvering for position right
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now…..
Lobster Quadrille, anyone?

If you have time to really give it all the attention it doesn’t deserve, it’s quite an amazing dance to
watch….like holding hands while playing ‘Battleship’ all the time having something twirl you on
one of those manual, playground carousels with only bars and no seats…….
Keep calm……..for whatever reason you decide…it’s up to you…but both sides and all sides
agree that calm is of the utmost importance…..whether or not it’s for the same reasons is
questionable…but you’ll have to make up your own damn mind about that…….

I get it….we’re supposed to carry water…do the work…i get that…and I have carried water…and I
have done my job…i do the work that has been given to me to do….and I have considered the
source of the water, as well as the work…as should we all…and know it to be one and the
same…and now I must chop wood for the fire……
And I walk through these woods knowing there is no sleep to be had at the end………lovely,
still….

Here I am, looking for mass weapons of construction…..and I am not afraid to use them……one
will do, for me…i’m willing to share…….
Rabbit holes that are dark and deep must have flash bangs thrown into them…….until the killer
rabbits come out and surrender…….leave no hole un-attacked and batten down the cages…i hear
them coming up. Drill, fill up with water from the bottom and force them out….aren’t you glad you
carried water?

Do you want a crown while you stay calm, your head buried in the bosom of the goddess who
stays in the woods….or do you want the calm of the light of ascension that comes from Source
and Center and connects you from within…like a hook…like a parachute…like a hand that grabs
you before you fall from being too weak to hold on anymore to a rope that was burning anyway?

Why do I bother anymore in the face of all opposition and adversity to scream into the empty
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wasteland of minds that refuse to comprehend the ultimate truth that all of this, no matter what, is
a spiritual event?

The ultimate goal in all of this is not for us to come to some imperfect, human conclusion
concerning what we think we need to do in order to save ourselves from the mess we made. It is
about recognizing that we are imperfect beings that need guidance and instruction on how to
become more perfect, from the only being in creation that is perfect.

This is the time of Divine Adjudication. Seven billion plus beings are not going to be able to live on
this planet and still hope to come close to creating the utopia we all dream of…in some way,
shape, fashion or form….and the fact remains that we will still be in factions and disagreement
with only our imperfect, man-made value systems to go by…unless we apply ourselves to working
in understanding and cooperation to Our Prime Creator and be willing to defer to and serve the
wisdom and will of that being and the plans that It has for this planet and all of us.

Over and over I hear from all sides, everything but that. I hear how great and wonderful and filled
with light we are and how proud the universe is of us for what we have accomplished….while we
still argue, fuss and fight and kill each other and the planet around us…still, the majority of brains
on this planet, even if they finally realize that something is wrong…choose to readjust themselves
only so far as it takes for them to continue to get along and make it in the system of things as they
stand, as it still stands, even as it falls…because they see nothing that should convince them to
do otherwise.

Serving God by serving each other, loving God by loving each other….these are foreign concepts
for losers that can’t make it in the ‘real’ world where everything is money and means. Money
means you’re making it. Money means you’re credible. Money gets you listened to, heard and
respected.

Money is position and power and money rules to the point where, no matter what…the problem,
and the solution are both found in money…follow the money, find the money and spread the
money instead of withholding the money and at the end of the day….it’s still money and holds no
value with and within itself. It has become a symbol of what has true value….your life, your work,
your service, your trust….money has allowed those that produce nothing to steall all of that from
you and have you hand it to them, as well… money has become the god of trust and now it is time
to see how money holds up as it confronts divine, Universal currency…the light and love of the
intelligent, spirit individual in unity with the unified consciousness of The One Being That is all
things as the Creator of all things as one.

Love one another as I have loved you………that was the commandment of Christ…yes, you’re
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going to have deal with that in a way most of you haven’t taken the time to consider…to be a
friend to God and Christ, you’re going to have to be able to love God, yourselves and each other
as each other and yourselves and God…….as one.

In order to do that you will have to solve more than your money problem, as you see it now. The
problem with your money problem as you see it now is that you think that your problem with
money is what you do with it. That is not your problem with money, that is your problem with
yourselves. Your problem with money is that you don’t see that money is a problem in and of
itself. It is not real. It is a symbol, nothing more. Your money problem won’t be solved until you
realize that you don’t need money in the first place.

Money is the energy that powers the false matrix of illusion and slavery to material consumption
for the sake of material consumption. Your dependence upon it for anything is a method of
enslavement. The need to maintain control of it is also a form of slavery. The elite idiots that think
they control the world have little, if any freedom. Their enjoyment of anything is severely curtailed
by the erroneous belief that it is money that is responsible for any and all of it. They are trapped in
the chains of control held by an energetic beast that they created and hold the reins to, but are
afraid to let go of….so who is the master?

Money has no love and no concerns, yet demands that you love it and are concerned about it and
for it. It does nothing for you yet demands that you do everything for it and to others for the sake
of it. It will let you come to it and embrace it, if you love only it and the more you love it and are
willing to sacrifice for and to it, the more of it you will have. Money doesn’t care if it stays or goes,
or you stay or go…

It all depends on you for what you are willing to do. It is the measure of you in this system of
things. It is your value and your worth and it is worshipped for what it allows you to have in this
system mistakenly called the world……..

Abundance loves. Abundance loves and is born of love. It gives because in giving it increases
itself.

Abundance is a way of life, a life founded in the production of values made manifest by creative
work.

That work produces goods of real value, whatever they may be. These goods are traded for the
value that they offer in order to fulfill the needs of all. Desire is translated through giving that one
may receive to perpetuate the cycle of being in abundance. There is no…more…or less…there is
enough and enough is enough…and who needs more than enough?
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There is freedom in maintaining the common good, for all share a stake and, thus…all are
involved…no being left behind…..or cast aside…
There is no greater or lesser…there is only being in The One and our gifts and talents that make
us unique…are shared that we may all increase. I write, you sing, they build, they grow, all create
something of value and that value is shared as needed and there is plenty for all…….
All that may be awhile yet, in coming…there’s a lot of work to do just trying to convince people
that as long as we create false symbols for wealth that can be accumulated and held and hoarded
in hand that can give one an advantage over another…you’re going to continue to have the same
problems of greed and corruption that we’ve always had. It doesn’t matter if you hand power over
to newly designated people that were picked by….who picked these people again….they picked
themselves?
Forgive me if I do not trust in men to get this done…help…yes…get it done without the
Divine…no.

When the Divine makes itself known and starts dispensing truth to this world….when the caretaker
governments that have received the stamp of approval of The Divine are presented to people of
faith in God the Source and Christ Michael ATON…when money is reduced to an expedient
means of transitioning into a state of abundance…when people are experiencing the Divine
Adjudication in sorting out who goes where and why and for what…..When the Divine shows up in
manifest form for all to see and feel and hear and experience in everlasting Truth and expansion
of consciousness…THEN we will see who is who and what is what and how and why and
because and for and KNOW the reasons for it all…….but that’s me…

You may not care about all of that.

You may only care that somebody, anybody seems to be doing the job of sorting through all of
this and making it right and getting you what you want out of all of this…your freedom….as far as
you can see anyway….oh say…can you see? Can you perceive?

And whoever actually delivers true freedom, giving that actuality of it and not just an appearance
of it…is worth listening to and should be given every chance to be considered the real
deal……..then again, you’d have to know what true freedom really is in order to recognize it…and
how many have truly experienced it? Do you know what it really looks like? Have you ever seen it
in the flesh…so to speak?

All that just adds to the problem…..
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But switching from one fiat system to another is not solving the problem.
Truth and reconciliation hearings with a slap on the wrist and then being put out of sight and out of
mind…giving a means to keep ruling from the side….is not solving the problem.

Taking out a largely known faction of dark leadership and replacing it with a lesser known faction
of dark leadership and dressing the old ways up in new clothes and changing the names and
titles…..solves nothing and will only lead to more of the same.

Putting new technology in the hands of the same corrupt industries and coporations…are we to
just assume that conditioned greed will just disappear… that selfish people will all of the sudden
become enlightened, all psychopaths cured? Did we identify and catch them all…are we sure?
How would we, being who and what we are now….really know? Are we to depend on the GFL [ or
GCL for some of you...i'll be nice...]…Who do THEY depend on, being imperfect themselves?

If you do not know the answer to that question, you have a lot of catching up to do…….and
quickly……
It is time to let Creator take Its rightful place in the hearts and minds of humanity…this planet is
going to ascend with as many of us as she can take with her…but it will ascend…and can do so
with or without us. We are, like it or not, a secondary consideration in all of this and owe our
opportunity to stay, to this planet that insisted on us coming along for the ride….after all we’ve
done to her….PAPA AND CM ATON BLESS GAIA IN ALL GOOD THINGS, ALWAYS AND
FOREVER!!
Mock me if you wish, but God’s Word does not come back to Him void. This is His world, His
universe, His creation. WE, are His creation and we are HIS creations and we owe it to Him to
recognize that.

Do you think that you can ascend without considering the doing of God’s Will? Do you think that
you will ascend without the wholehearted will, intent and effort to do God’s Will? Do you think that
you will ascend if you cannot follow such a simple and primary commandment that requires you to
love God with all of your being and love yourself and all as yourself?
In so many words…….you should know the commandment of which I speak and if you do
not…what can I say?

Therein is your salvation and ascension! The GFL cannot do that for you. The fairies and elves
and unicorns and dolphins cannot do that for you. GOD will not do it for you or make you do
it….you have to make the decision for yourself to give yourself unto GOD’S Will and the love and
light found there and within….or continue to deny GOD His Sovereignty in the creation of His own
making?
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This is after all, the main thing that decides where you will go….if you prefer another 26,000 years
of 3rd dimension/3rd density life…it’s all good…go back, jack…do it again…wheel turning round
and round…as the song goes……want the void, instead? You can have it, if you want it……want
a permanent end…uncreation? That’s up to you, as well…welcome to your real, free will……

So
While we’re waiting for the final outcome….and there will be a final outcome…one way or another
or an other……
Grab your weapon and let’s go!
I’m going with the weapon of mass construction….i can’t seem to find the weapon of mass
salvation…a real one anyway….fakes seem to be big business….and the real one seems to be in
somebody elses hand and make no mistake, it’s in the right hand….but I have a weapon of mass
construction……and it’s armed and ready……….it’s primed to make all you people out there that
read stuff like this and other stuff like this and even stuff against this and not like this….all
concerning this….and you others that don’t even know or care about all of this…..get up…rise
up….grab a pen or a pencil or a keyboard or a camera or a microphone or a paintbrush or a
musical instrument….grab your site, your blog, your twitter…iphone, smartphone, t-shirts, posters,
chalk on the street, quit being a follower and put your own thing out there……
Don’t just read us….make up your own damn mind once and for all and raise your voice…your
heart, your mind, your soul….throw your self into the fray as your own contribution…you are God
being you, after all…what is the unique perspective of perception in experience that you possess
that will tip this thing over the way you want it to go…whatever way that may be…..don’t just sign
a petition or join some ready made group meditation….THINK!…don’t just take my word for
anything or their word for anything…the word is within you…waiting for you to put your whole will,
energy and intent into YOUR best possible outcome and be that!
Pick your stance, your side of 7 billion sides and then some…..what do you think, believe, know?
throw in your 2 cents or piss in the pot…help it to overflow with something, Dammit!! Don’t just
support and parrot somebody else’s position…STATE YOUR OWN POSITION!!!! THEN STAND
FIRMLY IN IT!!! BE COUNTED!!!!

if you can’t do that, then get out of the way and let real people take care of this…..the dark needs
followers…they need sheeple….The Light wants you to shine for yourself and stand your ground
together, side by side…let the gaps of your differences be filled by your service to THE ONE and
thus, each other, in that…
either way…
get ready…or not….for what comes……..
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I am confused....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1511886

I have given up trying to understand
this is my mantra
1.Grow your own food
2.have access to clean water
3.Stay out of storms
4.Dont get in to any strange vehicles
5.Drink Vodka, smoke Gunge
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Moments of Silence
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By CM/Eve
Jun 28, 2012 - 5:59:11

MOMENTS OF SILENCE

an energetic encounter
with CM

Eve/CM
27thJune 2012

Yesterday evening I was sitting on the roof terrace of my home, first time since long. (We had
redone it last weekend) On a new bench for two, sunset was over, twilight fading, moon coming
up. Birds had stopped their evening songs and there was absolute silence. No sound at all - none
of humans or animals, no motor sounds - just silence, ... I realized how extraordinary that was.
Then just sat there, doing nothing, just being there. Eating some chocolates between, which my
younger daughter had given to me. Enjoying the silence.

Then I felt CM's presence approaching and he said softly:
Can I sit a while with you?
I stopped chewing for a moment as I was surprised. Then replied: Sure. Just take a seat.
So he joined me at my left side and I scanned his presence in front of my spiritual eyes: So
incredibly shining, soft and mercyful, with eyes of wonder, having all colours all at once. (While I'm
writing this, sitting in my car and looking at the car clock, it shows 3.33 pm... funny, but it was CM
and not S333)
I have not come to talk much or make many words, he started. But please, Eve, do not think a
single moment - not even for a second - that I would not care deeply about my creation, about all
of this suffering down here.
He paused. There was an incredible wave of emotion coming over which washed tears into my
eyes spontaneously. Containing all of his worries, all his love he had sent out and received back
unanswered, in a „return to sender" modus.... it was sucked with regret about the many who
failed, with empathy for those already on their knees but still holding the stakes down here, with
awareness about loosing some of his children, in spite of all efforts to bring them back home...
with pain about seeing dedicated ones go over board, not being strong enough to stand the
hardships.

Having CM sitting next to me I felt like being in a shift beyond the normal dimension. .. although I
had offered him my last chocolate before he started speaking an he had asked to eat it on his
behalf. You may call it ridiculous to offer chocolates to our creator son, but why should I not share
them with him in a way I share all other things with him, too.
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You have been doing a hard job, he went on speaking. ... a tough one an a good one, Eve.
Please, feel my gratitude to you, I just thought I'd come and sit a while with you here.
He paused another time, smiling, then went back to be serious.
It saddens me if you ones feel foresaken by your creator, and I heartfelt apologize for the many
hardships and load I mananged to put upon your heart and on your shoulders. I just hope you are
going to understand, folks. You have suffered all kind of mental and physical crucifixions - even by
your loved ones, near ones, your earthly family members. You have been blamed for being the
faithful ones who bestowaled themselves to help clearing the mess, ... in a way of some kind of
longterm crucifixion. You may feel foresaken, but you are not. I wish all of you to know that you
who help to carry my load shall be the first ones. You helped me make it through the night of
rebellion, and now, another kind of night will fall to raise the new dawn and to proclaim the return
to home. Now, let's sit in silence for a while.

So we did.

This package was beyond words, wrapped in unity, alignment, dedication and love, it's not only
that we were dedicated to CM, but it's also him who is dedicated to us.... I will never ever be able
to understand how even one of his sons can move so far away from his father that this great love
is not able to reach him any more....and so I share his grief about loosing those who chose to be
lost.

After a while CM closed. We stood up and embraced each other. When we separated again he
smiled the broad way.
You will keep being wrapped in my presence, don't forget, he said.
And with these words, he was gone.
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Christ Michael's way to drive his universe
By CM / Eve
Jun 28, 2012 - 9:15:30 PM

I repost this piece, as it was just available in a not so nice layout and buried under tons of other
things, in a combination with different pieces, was hard to find it. It contributes to understanding
our creator son in a better way, .... I'm often jokingly telling that while CM was still being trained
before setting up his unverse might have blown some "black holes" into universe when he
"experimented with his first chemistry-kit for universal youngsters".... thanks, dear CM, for your
great humour!
Eve

CHRIST MICHAELS WAY TO DRIVE HIS UNIVERSE

CM through Eve
8th October 2008

The day before this was written down I had a chat with Esu with a little bit of kidding around which
ended like this:
Me: Esu, what do you recommend?
Esu: make your list and get your sheep in. There are big events and wonders ahead.
CM told me to give you hugs on his behalf.
Me: Thank you. Will you give him a kiss on both cheeks from me.
Esu: I love your humour. Anything else you want me to give him on your behalf?
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Me: Tell him to go ahead and to end this odd game.
Esu: Should I tell him to hurry up?
Me: Yes, please.
Esu: See you very soon then!

In the evening then CM checked in shortly and asked for a chat. I promised him but then I was
very tired and assured him I would be ready the next morning.
E: CM, here I am, as promised!
CM: I'm very pleased, Eve. Quite some time has passed since we had our last chat. Well, Esu
tried to give me the kisses on your behalf but I wanted to collect them myself (grinning)
E: ...and you are not wearing your sunglasses!
CM: No, not right now. It's my gift for you to allow you a look into my eyes.
E: Your mighty presence is shining in them so brightly!
CM: Come on, let me hug you. My presence is not regarded as that mighty by some of my
colleagues and councils of the big universe. See, it's not that they would not love me, they really
do and respect and honour me. But to a certain degree I am in their view some kind of exotic.
Your perception is correct, my high risk allowance in my universe and my very unconventional
ways of handling situations and stepping into them seems to them that like and from time to time
they simply shake their heads. I always try to be "among" you, dear ones. When I am your father I
am not the kind of father on a far distant throne, I'm the kind of father going on excursions with his
kids, to the soccer ground, etc. I whish to be touchable for you. Right now there are some among
my kids that rebel a lot against their father - with the intention to test whether they can dominate
him. Well, they won't come through with this. Wherever they go, there is no way to avoid passing
and meeting me.
E: CM, why are you so extraordinarily different from other creator sons?
CM: This is a question you must ask the Eternal Creator (smiles)
E: Do you think he himself might wonder what went wrong when creating you?
CM: (laughs loudly) No, surely not. Of course, I am a part of him, too, so I would say that this is
due to the creativity and evolution of the whole creation. If you have an identical concept as a
basis for universes, these will in spite of this develop differently within a certain scale. It's
fascinating to observe what happens within the given frame, but the limits can clearly be
recognized as they were set. Maybe I am a factor giving evolution a leap forward, as a model and
showcase for all. This is the fabrics I see as my personal identity and this is also the fabrics you
are made of. This is the reason for the fact that you are here with me as team members and
transformers. Very conservative team members would tend to hold back things. I need
challengers and pioneers to operate in the scheme that seems to be adequate for me. Some
councils charge me to be too risky. You charge, councils charge. This is natural, as it's a basis for
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meeting decisions and to make up ones mind. There is a difference between charging and
judging. It's like that: They see me moving the frame sides to a wider picture and some of them
feel uncomfortable. They are somehow holding the hand in front of the eyes and say: Ok, for
heavens sake, this is Christ Michael again. Well, good luck then.
Then there are observers who would never do something like that themselves, but they are
interested - like you in TV shows you love to watch - and they are placing themselves in the first
row to see what happens. They comment. Well, Christ Michael is always good for an exciting
show.
And some of them - well, a few - are starting to ask themselves whether they carry some hidden
CM factors inside. (Smiles) Just a few, dear.
E: CM, you were once talking about souls incarnate with the potential to once become creators of
universes, too. This is unusual.
CM: Indeed. Remember, I am the explorer of a new way to go. The output of my universe is
meant to be extraordinary and diamond like, strong with love, reliable and unbreakable. This is the
pride I have in my concept of creation and my focus. My fellows and assistants in this project must
fit into this concept. I do not have any conservative assistants. Every single of you is enthusiastic
about this expedition.
E: CM, you are a beautiful and brilliant mind. When do you think your mission will have been
successful?
CM: When I step in front of the Eternal Father of All That Is, presenting all the shining diamond
souls, telling him: Beloved father of mine, this is what Nebadonia and me have created in
gratitude, grace and love to delight you and to honour your presence as the Eternal Father and
Prime Creator. But, see, I cannot do this without the precious pearls of my team!
E: CM, have you always been such a pioneer?
CM: Well, let's say I was created with the potential to be one. It was my decision to explore this
potential and this made me become who I Am. See, when you are reaching out to create a
universe you have received education and information from teachers who are some kind of
conservative. Then it's your own turn to start and to collect experience. Every moving thing tends
to start in a slow mode. I started in a conservative way, but quickly discovered that the usual
manners did not match my inner marker. I have been developing new skills and handling tools
and many watchers were astonished about when my creation turned out to be more risky straight
from the beginning. The difference between "could" and "will do " was quite clear to me. This
universe of Nebadon was the only one I had, so I had to meet a decision. It was a "will-do"
decision and the reason why a team collected around me that was fascinated from the first
universal "minute of creation" on. You went with me all along the way, I can't put in words how
many sessions we had considering existing potentials. You have been in the mud for me so many
times - and out of your purest love and dedication for me you said: CM, we will manage this for
you. This has been so touching to my heart that I decided to go into the "mud" myself beyond of
the usual measure. All of you - of my dear ground crew - have a "hands-on" mentality and I LOVE
THAT. I can't tell you how much I love that. I love that so much that I want to demonstrate that I
am AMONG you with my "sleeves" up at work. It's a new way to demonstrate unity and this is
seen in all the universes. I can do that without generating further problems elsewhere in Nebadon,
as Gabriel of Salvington and all the rest are performing a brilliant backup for myself. All experience
we have collected so far has acknowledged to me that I made the right choice by deciding the
way I did. Explorers always face doubters, but this is a natural way, even in universes. I cannot
express with words the love that dwells among me and all of you, the longer the road has been
that we walked together, the more mighty love grows. It's love beyond any measure and even
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though there is sadness because of the rebels. I Am always seeking to gift you with opportunities
to develop your skills and potentials. I don't mind if you are sending me protest emails out of your
mind stating you were fed up and "where the hell" I remain. I AM HERE, folks, and it's quite a road
to go. This is the time where you must decide, or you will be made a decision. Make known to
your fellows that this is the time to either make a new 5D-contract for "renting" my beloved seed
planet Urantia for the next cycle or to simply move out to another home in this universe where
contracts for 3D renting are still available. And the ones signing the new contract will REDO the
planet, as you would redo an apartment that has suffered from a long living in there. I will show
you how to redo this planet and afterwards we'll have a big party and celebration. Folks, I Am your
Chief of redoing and I don't care whether some councils laugh at me saying: Have you ever seen
a creator son with a brush in his hand.
I love adventures. Many of you do, too. You attend rally's down there. I attend the correcting time
for Urantia. There are many gifts and surprises waiting for you along the way, for all my faithful
ones that hold the line, who keep the light shining amidst the mud and who do this with a trusting
heart to manifest the Golden Age out of their love for their cosmic parents, for their fellows on the
road and for the Eternal Creator of all that is. May I ask you to share this with the public and I'm
now going back to my work of redoing my seed planet back into light and love. Thank you and
Namasté, dear one. I Am Christ Michael of Nebadon. .

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
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User ID: 14463438
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I am confused....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1511886

I have given up trying to understand
this is my mantra
1.Grow your own food
2.have access to clean water
3.Stay out of storms
4.Dont get in to any strange vehicles
5.Drink Vodka, smoke Gunge
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 18899559
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AC....lol....don't be confused...I'm going to post a piece by Kibo in a minute, it's long but it should
give you some answers.....nobody knows everything, we are all in a constant learning process,
includes me too.
firmament (OP)
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/01/2012 01:06 AM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP

0.000012345678901...............
By KiboDabi
Jun 30, 2012 - 11:01:49 AM

[i'm posting yet another one...but i like this one and i've been wanting to say this in public for quite
awhile.......so.....]

0.000012345678901...............

Make a choice........

Go ahead
Choose
Left or right?
Dark or light?
Love or money?
Love or fear?
Money or abundance?
Keep reading or stop right here?
In fact...stop reading here
You don’t want to read this
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It will only hurt your feelings
And insult your thought of
The sacredness of your free will...

i mean it...make the choice to leave this place now and never look back......

You’re still here?
See?
You made a choice!
Hooray! Good for you!
[well...they did, too...but they're no longer here to congratulate...so i guess it's just us, here...lucky
you!...or not...sure you made the right choice?]
What did it get you?
Do you know?
When will you know?
Will you ever know?
Do you want to know?
Are you sure?
God is a choice
God is choice
God chose
God chose to create
God chose to cause.....and effect....
That effect is an infinite number of causes and effects
All set forth from the original cause of all causes
Every effect causes a number of causes
And more effects
That are more causes......ad infinitum
You could even go so far as to say
That there are an infinite number of choices
To actually be found in every choice that you make
An infinite number of alternatives to the choice you chose to choose....
Each one of those choices
Whether chosen or unchosen
All hold an actual or potential
For an infinite number of effects
In fact
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The choice you actually made
With all of it’s actual potential
For an infinite number of effects
That branch out as more choices and effects
All of that
All you did
Was actually an effect
Of other choices that were made
With or without you

Why do you do the things you do?
Why did you do the things that you did?
What and how and why and when and where
Did all that energy and vibration and frequency
Come together in your perspective of perception in experience of manifestation
To cause you to choose to cause what you caused?
What are all the nuances?
Circumstances?
Your issues with your mother?
Your addictions?
Your abusive father?
Your lack of parents?
Your sexual issues?
Your racial issues?
You class issues?
Your religious issues?
Where does all that come from in the first place?
How did all those influences become influences
And what influenced them?
How does something that happened
Thousands or millions of years ago
Or thousands or millions of light years away
Cause you to cause what you cause?
Truly
You effect all things
And all things effect you
But that’s a helluvalot to consider
When all you’re trying to do
Is find a place to pull over so you can take a piss......
The implications of choices in that alone is staggering.......
What’s for breakfast?
Him, her, or them?
Now or later?
Late or early?
Just how did you get hit by that bus?
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Or dodge that bullet?
How did you end up where you ended up?
You think that you are choosing what you want to choose
Without realizing that all of your choices are already known by the being that set out the first,
original cause of every subsequent cause and effect...that all of it is known gives you the joy and
pleasure of experiencing and learning from your choices...but you are not the originator of your
experience....all that was decided long ago in a nontime before time.....
You are your part of a thought of all things at once....there is no choice...you have no choice...you
must be as you are, what you are, how you are....you cannot help it......
Oh, you change...you grow, you evolve...you say....and you do....you perceive growth and
evolution...you witness yourself learning and growing... you live and you are the captain of your
ship, the director of your fate! Right?
If it is already known....how can you say it was you?
Who are you anyway?
Why do you have the name you have?
Did you give yourself that, as well?
The belief system you grew up with and rebelled against or embraced wholeheartly...or the infinite
number of places in-between............the lives you have saved or destroyed, the love you shared,
used or abused....all that was you, right? All the stupid shit you’ve done...crap that, even now,
years later, you ask yourself...”Why did I do that?”
You don’t know all the reasons for anything.
There are an infinite number of numbers between 0 and 1. Like an infinite, eternal program, you
are journeying between off and on....0 to 1...choose a direction....oh...you can’t...
You are compelled
You cannot be anything other than who and what you are...whatever that is...
Even the motivations that you consider in your quest to change and evolve are measured by the
causes and effects that surround you....known and unknown....all going back to that one, original
cause of all causes that caused the effect you know as Life......
You cannot do anything other than what you think and feel that you must do
No matter what you think and feel about it
You are compelled
Even if you aren’t thinking about it

And shit happens
Because cause and effect is all around you and within you
And deep down inside
You know this
And you deal with it as you are compelled to do
You resist or accept
You flow with it
Or swim against it
Or drown
Why?
Out of the infinite possibilities of infinite realities and timelines
You are experiencing this one
Why?
What is the purpose?
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Consider that GOD
Being everything in everything as everything
Is sharing IT’S Life with you
Letting you experience everything
As IT experiences IT with you and in you and around you
And you are all of this
Oh...you may not truly realize it now
Recognize it for what it is
But at some point
As the perception of you
The perspective of you
Makes it’s way around
Through the rounds
Of eternal infinity
Of perfection becoming perfect in perception of experience...
You were
Are
Will be
All of this
At once
And you knew
Know
Will know
All at once
In perfection being perfect
So yes
You will be and are
The asshole down the street
That thinks that you’re an asshole
As well
And all the soldiers and little children
The winners and losers
The good
The bad
The ugly
The beautiful
The dark
The light
Earth, air, fire, water
Insect and elephant.......
And THE ONE........
Believe what you will about anything
It is what it is
And all will make it
From 0 to 1
At some point
And at that point
Time and space won’t matter
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As won’t many things that matter to us now.......

This is just a reminder
Of the reality of the reality that is being questioned
In our perspectives of perception.......
Tomorrow
I will go back to doing what I do
And so will you
I will rant against whatever I am compelled to rant against
And some of you will rant against me
Or be with me
Or not care at all..........
And we will continue to cause effects
And be effected by all the causes
Known and unknown....
And it’s all good
It is what it is
And will be what it will be
I love you all and everything
And thanks for all and everything
And let that be what it is
Tomorrow we will continue as we were
As we are
As we will be.....

All Glory To The One
In the Life Of The One!
And To The One All Glory
In The One Life Of All!
[link to abundanthope.net]
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